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1363 – 1368

Chapter 1

Twilight, the moon is up. The clouds like dunes, the light opening a

pathway to the earth. Elf girls sway in the clearing, their feet sinking into a

foam of flowers and sand. A convoy of carriages comes into sight in the

mild evening, moving slowly, hindered by the uneven road. In the first one

sleeps a ten-year-old girl with her head on her elder brother’s shoulder.

The sound of subterranean laughter finds its way into her sleep, waking

her. Kristoffer points at the dancing girls. Margrete wants so much to see

them the same way he does, but only when she squints can she make out

the girls’ bodies, their hollow backs. Ingeborg seems to see it all: the

wreathes of St. John’s wort in the elf girls’ hair, their eyes colorless except

the dark pupils, the way they reach out for them as they dance.

Ingeborg is five years older than Margrete. She was married last

summer and she already has a little son. She talks and talks until Kristoffer

shushes her. He puts his arm around his youngest sister and Margrete

shuts her eyes, inhales the smells of sweat, forest, hair.

It was early morning when they left Vallø, and they traveled all day

yesterday as well. The plan is to meet their father at Vordingborg.

Hopefully he will arrive in a few days.



Dew forms on Margrete’s blanket. Her face is still flushed from the

midsummer sun and wind. She had pestered Kristoffer to ride in the

carriage with her and Ingeborg instead of on horseback. It wasn’t hard to

persuade him. The air along the meadows is redolent of grass and herbs.

In the summertime the membrane between the day and the milky night is

ever so thin. They linger a moment longer before Kristoffer gives the order

to move on. The driver looks over his shoulder, gives the horse’s body a

squeeze, and the wagon rocks into motion.

Kristoffer is nursing a serious wound. He pushes Margrete’s hand

away when it drifts toward his head. His face contorts with pain and he

puts a hand over the laceration that curves beneath his hair. The skin is

still pink and he is plagued by headaches, though it’s been weeks since he

was thrown from his horse in a wedding jousting tournament.

By the time the carriage rolls over the bridge to Vordingborg Castle

and comes to halt in the courtyard, Kristoffer is unable to stand without

assistance. He wasn’t even in such bad shape last summer when he was

brought home after being wounded in battle. The castle steward comes out

with a lantern, and Kristoffer raises a hand to block the light, as if the

flame were a whip. They help him up the stairs, dragging him when he

loses his strength. The doors shut behind them with a drawn out sigh, and

all that can be heard is the sound of the sea, the snorting of the horses.

They’ve forgotten Margrete. She looks up at the moon and senses

something moving nearby. A snake slithers up the sand-covered road. It

pierces straight through the crust of the moon and disappears. The snake

is gone. The moon flashes in its fullness.

They don’t let her remain alone for long. A guard and two maids

rush out, scolding and consoling the silent Margrete by turns. King

Valdemar’s children are the true treasure of the kingdom. This little girl is

already queen of Norway, where her husband is king, and of Sweden,

where he rules alongside his father. She is a link in a golden alliance, a

peace maker, a chess piece, a child bride. No one even dares to imagine the

punishment for those responsible should one of the children come to



harm. Three children are dead, three are alive. Their mother, Queen

Helvig, withdrew to Esrum Cloister years ago. She went mad with grief

before Margrete was born.

*

The next morning Margrete wakes with the same restless feeling in

her body that she had fallen asleep with. Her room is dim, rain is coming.

The maid gets a fire going, though it ought not to be necessary at this time

of year. Margrete asks after Kristoffer, and the maid tells her he has been

in so much pain all night that no one has slept a wink. She remains in bed,

her blanket pulled up under her chin, thinking about the elf girls. They

weren’t close enough to surround the carriage, but she was scared all the

same. Elves are powerful beings. They’ve been known to smite people with

pain and sickness. She insists upon seeing her brother immediately.

She stands at the foot of his bed, clutching the blanket. Kristoffer’s

eyelids are light purple, his scar reminds her of the snake that went into

the moon. Fear creeps through her. First she tries to persuade her

brother’s page, and then the maids, one by one: They must put a bowl by

his pillow and cast his face in lead. It’s the only way to lift the elves’ spell,

she says, but they all refuse her. By dinner, however, Margrete’s theory has

gained currency, and the carriage driver is interrogated in the entry hall:

Did he see something unnatural in the meadow? He shakes his head, but

his face ridden with doubt. Only when the priest is called does calm fall

over the castle. Margrete is sent into the chapel with Brother Markus,

where she must say her Ave Marias and beg forgiveness for her sin. There

are no elves in the realm of Christendom, they must be prayed away and

silenced to death.

When she returns, the priest is sitting at the table with the sheriff.

They’ve had pork with peas and cabbage for dinner. It smells of butter,

chives, and beer. The men are silent, and the sheriff picks his teeth. One of

the priest’s hands rests on his beer stein, the other drums on the table



absentmindedly. Margrete takes a seat without asking for permission, and

slowly edges nearer. She asks if it’s true that you can see the shadow of

Judas Iscariot in the moon. The priest gives her a pat on the cheek.

“Remember thy Creator in the days of thy youth, before the evil

days come, and the years draw nigh when thou shalt say, I have no

pleasure in them,” he quotes from the Bible, adding that she shouldn’t

listen to superstitions.

“I am but a child,” she says, lowering her head, “who can I ask about

these matters if not God’s faithful servant?”

She needs not look up to know that her words have had their

intended effect, that any remaining strictness has been vanquished. Now

the priest is left only with his sorrow, and he blesses her.

Before she goes to bed, Margrete visits Kristoffer’s room again. He

is asleep, just as he has been all day. The king is still on his way to

Vordingborg. No one can see the approach of death before its sudden

arrival. Kristoffer’s hand lies warm and heavy on the blanket, as if voting

against the grave.

Margrete stops in the hallway between Kristoffer’s room and her

own. The pale disk of the moon is wedged into the night like a token

reminding her that the sun is both alive and dead and will soon rise again.

She sees her face in the window, a luminous oval, a mirror held to the

moon. The maid hurries her along; their steps through the hushed hallway

sound like little teeth gnawing heaven and earth to pieces.

*

Margrete sleeps late into the morning. When the canopy around her

bed is drawn back, she sees the high tower that Valdemar ordered built. It

divides the world in two: the dazzling light of the sky and the dark of the

stones. Marie is sobbing into her embroidery, and Margrete knows what’s

happened without needing to ask. She runs on bare feet to Kristoffer’s



room. Ingeborg is already sitting by the bed. Before she even sees her

brother, Margrete yells: He’s dead, why didn’t you call for me?

Ingeborg holds Kristoffer’s tiny bible between her hands. It was a

gift from Helvig before she left for the cloister. She hesitates for what feels

like a long time before answering.

“What difference would it have made?” Ingeborg says, looking at

Margrete with her stony eyes. “You are a child, not Jesus Christ, right?”

Chapter 2

Margrete is standing in the castle square when Valdemar arrives.

She’s been waiting for hours, and she can no longer hold back her tears as

he dismounts from his horse. She walks toward him, but he looks right

past her. She reaches out for him, but her hands only graze his chain mail.

A messenger had ridden out to meet him with the news, and he wants to

see no one but his son. Margrete follows him to Kristoffer’s chamber. She

has to wait outside the door. First, silence, then: the howl.

No son, no heir to the throne. Kristoffer was twenty-two-years-old,

and had long set his own seal under documents and laws. He’d already

proven his worth as his father’s successor in a kingdom where rulers must

be elected, even if the sons of kings are the likely victors. Before Valdemar

came to power, the kingdom was divided and its regions had been sold off

to various German princes. A kingdom without a leader is a dangerous

place to be: violence, war, bands of thieves, and rapacious petty lords.

Valdemar united the land, and he also won back Scania, Halland, and

Blekinge, before taking the island of Gotland by force. Margrete had heard

ballads of his greatness as well as his cruelty. A Swedish troubadour once

came to Gurre Castle and, in among his ballads of love, he sang a sorrowful

song about the massacre of Visby, during the Gotland campaign. A song



about the farmers who were sent into battle while the wealthy merchants

of the Hanseatic League slammed the city gates behind them.

The only people the German merchants concern themselves with

are those who can ensure that their trade will continue smoothly. On

Gotland, the merchants built a wall around Visby so that no one could

share in their wealth. The farmers only wanted to defend their island, and

they assembled an army of untrained soldiers. But when they saw which

way the battle was turning and sought protection within Visby’s thick

walls, the Hanseatic merchants wouldn’t open the gates for them.

Dismembered limbs, club-beaten skulls, widows, and fatherless children.

Farmer-soldiers so young they were not yet men, so old that they couldn’t

possibly hurt anyone.

Margrete cried as the troubadour sang, but Kristoffer had

threatened to have him killed. When she asked her brother if the song

spoke the truth, he shrugged his shoulders and replied that he’d never

seen a war without bloodshed, and that the troubadour would have been

wiser to hail Valdmar’s greatness, because he who occupies Visby controls

a large part of the Baltic region. When she persisted, he raised his voice:

“What are you crying for?” he said. “The fur of your fine winter cape

was sold by Russians to the Hanseatic merchants of Novgorod, and then

bought by the Danes in Visby. It’s dripping with blood, yet it warms you all

the same. It isn’t our father’s fault that the Hanse are cowards who hide

themselves away while they send farmers into battle against a trained

army. Are you under the impression that rebuilding a kingdom and

bringing peace and security to the land comes with no costs? Don’t you

understand that blood can be spilled in the service of a just cause?”

Margrete was eight years old then, and she couldn’t come up an

answer to Kristoffer’s question. But she dreamt of the fatherless children

at night, and she took his words so literally that she insisted on getting a

new cape.



A few days later she spoke with Brother Markus about the

Hanseatic merchants, and she wished she had known what he told her

before her conversation with Kristoffer.

“Are the Hanseatic merchants evil?” she asked, but Brother Markus

didn’t understand what she meant. “They hid behind the city walls and let

the farmers be massacred instead of fighting themselves,” she insisted.

“If the question of whether they are evil is a riddle,” Brother Markus

answered, “then it is a poorly posed one.”

She interrupted him and said that it was not a riddle, and he

studied at her closely.

“You mustn’t ask if you refuse to listen. I understand that the easy

answer is that the Hanseatic merchants are cowards. But if you satisfy

yourself with that, it will be like eating quail eggs for dinner and nothing

else: brief satisfaction followed by gnawing hunger.”

“But why aren’t Hanse allied with a kingdom?” Margrete continued.

“They behave like a kingdom themselves, one made up of trading

posts and cities. They come from many different places, and they’re

smarter than the other merchants, because they help one another. From

London to Novgorod, from Bergen to Bruges, they have special privileges

which they use their alliance to defend.”

Margrete couldn’t stop thinking about it. She wished she had also

dared to ask who fights in the front lines when her father marches off to

war. Whether it is the noblemen and kings on their costly horses, or the

destitute soldiers she has seen arrive in droves to Vordingbord for rest

before marching on as suddenly as they came.



Chapter 3

Valdemar lifts his knife and stabs it into the table, takes it out, rams

it in, repeats. Then he drags his thumb along the blade, sheaths his dagger,

presses his finger into the battered wood, and slowly mashes it in. He

considers his hands as the evening sun casts shadows of the splinters

across the tabletop, like a fur. Margrete is his witness. He had sent

everyone out, even the priest, and banged the door shut. She defied his

rage and stayed put, and at first she is uncertain whether he even realizes

she is there, but then he walks to her and holds his wounded thumb before

her face. The skin is ragged, blood runs down the mounds of his palm. She

is not frightened of him, even when he hisses through his teeth with rage,

but when he leans his head back and releases a guttural scream, tears well

up in her eyes. Her cry is his succor. He kneels down before her and puts

his hands on her face, draws her closer, forehead to forehead.

“They’ve taken him,” he sobs, “they’ve taken my son.”

She wants to nod, but he is holding her head so tightly that she

cannot move.

“Kristoffer calls,” Margrete begins, but then she has to pause.

“Kristoffer called me his little sparrow.”

And as she cries, the king becomes a father, and he rocks her back

and forth in his arms. She has also experienced a loss, though she is only a

child. His blood is smeared on her hand. He studies it, turns her hand over

in his, and presses it against his lips.

“May the gates of Hell open for those who have killed my son,” he

yells. “Do they think I’m an idiot? That fever was a convenient cover for

those who wish to drive my line and my house to the ground.”

He gets to his feet, and Margrete does her best to keep her eyes

down. She is his daughter, only a child, but he has spoken to her as if she

were an equal. She wishes he would say more. He presses his temples. The

folds of his face are soft in the evening light. Kristoffer is still lying in his



bed, but he has not drawn a breath since last night. Had Margrete not

touched his hand herself, she wouldn’t have believed it.

Valdemar turns his back to her. She doesn’t know the right thing to

do, so she sits down on the bench in silence. His rhythmic breathing is like

a hatchet splitting firewood, swing after swing. A week ago it was cold, but

now the warmth has returned. Soon it will be high summer, and the

adders are already creeping out onto warm stones in the afternoons. The

corpse needs to go into the coffin before it begins to stink through the

lavender water and scattered petals.

Margrete goes to her father’s side. She slips her hand into his, and

for a moment it disappears into his fist before he lets it go. Grief can cause

faces to dissolve, she’s already seen it many times. People become simply

unrecognizable, and only time and the grace of God can put their features

into place again. Her father’s eyes are are swollen from crying; he wears a

mask of anger and fortitude. She walks to the door in silence and reaches

for the handle.

Without turning to look at her, he says: “If you were a bird,

daughter of Valdemar, then you would most certainly not be a sparrow.”

*

The canopy above Magrete’s bed rustles in the night. She lies awake

and listens until the sound vanishes. The silence that follows is so vast and

unnatural that one could get lost within it. Margrete parts the curtains, a

stream of moonlight across her hand and blanket. From the bottom of the

forest lake, a water dweller calls out to her. She can hear him in her

thoughts. He controls the forces of good and evil in the surrounding area.

He ensures that there are plants and fish in the lake, and he allows the

village boys to fish and bring home their catch. But every year he demands

one human life in compensation, and he covers the graves of the drowned

with water lilies. Brother Markus says that the devil can assume many

forms, but also that she shouldn’t listen to that kind of story. All the same,



eyes she has seen the water dweller with her own eyes, watched him glide

by beneath the surface in the form of a pike, with a mane of hair and big

eyes.

She pulls the blanket up over her face. Silence spreads through the

room, mold coating cold walls. She cannot hear her own breath. No one

knows what it is like to die. Perhaps a resounding choir of angels, perhaps

the toil and tedium of Purgatory, perhaps you don’t even realize it and just

keep drifting through the days, only to discover what has happened when

no one hears the sound of your voice. Margrete dozes, wakes, dozes.

Kristoffer is dead. More rustling in the night. A shadow runs across her

legs and jumps from bedpost to bedpost, black as the earth they will lay

him in, gone like a snap of the fingers.

*

Kristoffer mocked Margrete when they returned from her wedding

celebration in the spring. She couldn’t think of anything but getting out of

her stiff dress. He stuck his head into the room just as Marie was pulling

her smock over her head, and his laughter sounded like a snorting animal.

Margrete screamed at him to get out, but she started laughing as well.

Then he stuck his head in once more and lifted his hand up toward her.

“She may be Her Majesty the Queen of Norway and Sweden to the

rest, but this little lady will always by my little sparrow,” he laughed. “And

Marie is a fox, plucking the feathers off of her little body.”

Magrete growled at him, and even Marie had to laugh.

“No, I’m the fox,” Margrete said, “and you’re a fat rooster.”

She was married only two months ago, following a four year

engagement. She was both a bride and a uniter of nations, and she had

nothing to do with it whatsoever. It was the ninth of April, the snow had

recently melted, and little flowers pierced through the naked earth. Days of

rain succeeded by days of sun. The sky was so blue on the morning of the

wedding, as it can only be on spring days at the seaside. A mild and chilly



breeze from the water carried the stench of the town across the moat and

out over the fields. Margrete had felt nothing but a restless sense of

expectation. They carried her in a litter through the town and to The

Church of Our Lady, then onward to a jousting tournament, then to the

feast at the castle, and finally up to her room again as the night came to a

close. She understood it all quite well, and she could see it in the faces of

the spectators: the brocade of her dress, her golden jewelry mounted with

gemstones, and the pearl covered crown atop her head. All the eyes

beaming at her with curiosity and awe, while she herself was only a little

canvas-stuffed doll which someone had jammed inside all that splendor to

fill it out, her mouth embroidered and her eyes drawn on with charcoal.

But this little doll is important, because it is the king’s daughter, and as

such can unite Norway and Denmark. A king’s daughter has one task: to be

a link in a chain that binds one kingdom to another. This is her

significance, and in time she will bear children and carry on the legacies of

her father and her husband. It is a question of connections and lineages, of

land and power.

Kristoffer had insisted that she not be sent up to her husband in

Oslo until at least two years after the wedding. Margrete overheard his

conversation with their father. It’s no trouble to take care of her in

Denmark, Kristoffer had said, and as long as they haven’t found a proper

lady-in-waiting for Margrete up there, she won’t have anything to do at

Akershus Castle. Valdemar had immediately accepted. As long as they

were married he was indifferent to the details, he had answered, and

regardless of the living arrangements, the marriage can only be

consummated once Margrete becomes a woman. And she could just as

well be here as there in the meantime, as far as he was concerned

Norway is far, and for Margrete it is still only a name. She has

visited Scania just once with her father, their wagon travelling at full

speed. It only occurred to her long after the trip that they may have been in

danger.



Sweden is a hard place to understand, the names of the different

parts of the country hard to remember. Many people, including Brother

Markus, have tried to explain it to her. They don’t discuss the trip to

Scania itself, only that when she was six years old, Valdemar promised her

to the twelve-years-older Håkon, in order to get Helsingborg Castle back,

and hopefully the rest of Scania as well. In exchange, Valdemar promised

to help Håkon’s father, King Magnus, to win back the throne Sweden from

his other son, Erik Magnusson, who had claimed it for himself against his

father’s will. Albrecht of Mecklenburg, who is married to Magnus’s sister

and is thereby Erik and Håkon’s uncle, sensed an opportunity to gain

influence, and he supported Erik. As an expression of gratitude, Albrecht

received the majority of the income from the lucrative Scania herring

market, while his sons got all of Sønderhalland. Although Magnus reached

a settlement with Erik the following year, the peace did not last long.

Valdemar was obsessed with the thought of getting back that which was

rightfully his. Margrete herself heard him say that no one would be

allowed to squeeze out his blood between their dirty fingernails, and that

Denmark would never again be like some clump of dough to be formed

according to the whims of foreign kings and princes. At that point,

Valdemar saw the union as an opportunity to lay siege to Helsingborg, and

to drive Albrecht out of Scania.

Magrete remembers absolutely nothing from the day she was

engaged to Håkon. The agreement was that Valdemar would help Magnus

in the battle for Sweden, and in exchange he would receive support in

conquering Helsingborg. Although the invasion went well, a lack of

supplies forced Valdemar to retreat. Magnus and Erik called a truce that

same year, and in June both Erik and his wife died of the plague. Magnus

no longer needed Valdemar, and, with Albrecht’s support, he declared

himself king of both Sweden and Scania. But Magnus did not uphold the

promises he had made to Albrecht, after which it was not Magnus but

Valdemar who received the Mecklenburgian Duke’s support to retake

Scania, by providing resources in the war against Magnus.



When Margrete attempts to find her way through this maze of

shifting alliances and adversaries, she feels as though she has been spun

around and around. Most adults lose patience with her when she asks

about it, and others merely laugh at her curiosity. She does not get to

spend much time with Valdemar, and although he seems to enjoy talking

about history and politics with her, she often has a feeling that he isn’t

telling her everything.

She does remember one thing for certain. Shortly before the

invasion of Scania, Valdemar took her for a ride through the flat

landscape. They had sailed across the Øresund aboard a merchant ship,

and at a distance he pointed up to Helsingborg Castle and said: That

belongs to me. When she asked if they would be spending the night at the

castle, he had laughed, and he said that a man’s property can easily fall

into the hands of thieves. It was just before Easter, beautiful weather, the

wind almost completely still. She remembers only fragmented impressions

from the trip: processions of armed men, one who looked like a dog when

he smiled under his helmet, green fields of wheat seedlings, a broken fence

Valdemar had pointed out to her, telling her it had been trodden upon by

giants.

They had followed the coastline, and spent the night at a place the

name of which she cannot remember. Their host spoke a dialect Margrete

could not understand, and she felt ashamed when he laughed about it.

Although the visit was unexpected, he was happy to see Valdemar. He

apologized for the spartan accommodations, so much could Margrete

understand, but Valdemar dismissed his concerns. I’m not hailed as king

in these parts, he said, so how could you have known a king was coming?

Their host laughed at this at first, but then he whispered: You have friends

here, and you’ll soon be our king again. To this Valdemar replied: Would I

risk my daughter’s life by taking her to the residence of an enemy?



Chapter 4

Today the handsomest rooster will be borne out of the castle. Margrete has

resolved not to cry anymore. She’s been dizzy ever since they came to take

the measurements for his coffin. The deceased is wrapped in a shroud of

brilliant white, just like the one from which Christ freed himself in the

grave. Margrete is there when they lift him from the bed and into the

coffin. She has picked poppies for him, their red petals fall from the

flowers’ heads. The lid of the coffin has been standing in the sun, and

warmth lingers in the wood when she kisses it, before he leaves the castle

for the last time. Valdemar has decided to bury Kristoffer in Roskilde

Cathedral. Margrete was baptized there and she’s been back many times

since. At night she envisions them digging a place for her brother beneath

the stone floor.

Every time she sees Ingeborg she becomes furious, but afterwards

she is always ashamed of lashing out at her sister. Ingeborg can’t do

anything about the fact that Kristoffer is dead, nor that she resembles him

so closely, with her small face and her long fingers. Their mother’s

features, presumably, though Margrete can hardly remember what her

mother looks like. This she is also ashamed of, and she has to remind

herself that she recognized her mother with ease at the wedding festivities.

Helvig barged in just as they were dressing Margrete. She stuck her fingers

into the plaits bound atop Margrete’s head, pulled out a hairpin, and

examined it closely. She didn’t care for the dress, she said, it was too

ostentatious, too stiff. A thread was sticking out from the armhole, she

wound it around her index finger and pulled. The seam ripped apart, the

needle and thread falling to the floor. The maids looked around uneasily.

Margrete lowered her eyes. Helvig’s shoelaces were peeking out from

beneath her dark habit.



Ingeborg had come in with her, and she touched her arm warily and

spoke every sentence in a fawning voice: Mother Helvig this, mother

Helvig that. Margrete thought Ingeborg was weak in her pitiful longing,

but Ingeborg’s touch revived the queen, and she let go of the bridal dress.

Instead, she turned to her eldest daughter and showered her with kisses

and gentle words. Ingeborg smiled, and tears came to Margrete’s eyes,

because she was not in possession of this magic power that could

transform the mad queen back into a mother. But the next moment,

Margrete felt a spark from the same flame that Ingeborg so coveted, and

she too smiled as her mother’s words flowed generously on from her sister

to her, who couldn’t be held responsible for that dress, Helvig said, but

who looked so lovely all the same, so little, so missed, so criminally torn

away from her. Helvig was a day with fast-moving clouds. One moment

she stroked their cheeks in delight, the next she wailed and cried.

Fortunately, Kristoffer came in with Helvig’s maid and they coaxed her out

of the room. At the wedding ceremony Helvig was stern and unadorned,

standing with Valdemar on one side, Kristoffer on the other.

Valdemar never speaks of his wife, and when they participate in

religious ceremonies or other festivities together, they don’t seem like two

people who shared a table and a bed for years. It’s impossible get any

information from Valdemar, and whenever Margrete has asked Kristoffer

about their mother, he rarely replied with the same answer. God saw her

purity and called to her, he said one time when Margrete asked why she

left. How could Valdemar keep a wife who cried from morning to evening

and accused him of being the Devil’s errand boy? he said another. If she

asks Marie or Anna, their faces assume a sympathetic expression that

Margrete can’t stand. Brother Markus is the person she can actually talk to

about it, but she does so only seldomly, for no one wants to dwell on the

topic. He answers her with a chilly honesty, though he acknowledges his

ignorance as to what exactly transpired to make Helvig leave her family

before Margrete was one and a half years old. First he praises Helvig’s

piety, then he says that her grief at the death of two of her children



devastated her, that she had paced around restlessly night and day,

pointing at things no one else could see. Concurrently, a deep faith welled

within her, and grew to such an extent that it became absolutely necessary

for her to relocate to the cloister, where she could receive spiritual

supervision. Margrete looked back at Brother Markus with an expression

of attentiveness mixed with incomprehension, evincing from him a rare

and brief laugh, and then he mumbled that of course all of this must sound

like nonsense to a little girl, no matter how bright she may be. He then

shut his eyes for so long that she wondered whether he had fallen asleep,

before before finally saying: Sometimes the will of God is so strong that it

cleaves the soul, just as the earth must open so that new seeds can be

sown. The cloister is both the crate where the finest seeds are stored, and

the field with the most fertile soil.

He said nothing else on the topic, and Margrete’s conclusion was

this: Her mother left her because she had no choice, and because that was

the way that God wanted it. To express it like this gives her the same

feeling as when she sorts her clay marbles by color and then looks at the

piles of red, blue, yellow. Margrete tries to concentrate on the simple facts

of the matter, but in their place she soon pictures plants breaking through

the windows of the cloister, their stems dragging her mother off into the

distance.

Håkon traveled to the wedding on a ship from Oslo. She’s heard of

other princesses getting married though their husbands were not even

present, and others still who the men don’t ever want to see at all.

Although Håkon barely looked at her, she had a momentary feeling of

being chosen. His hand was broad, covered with light, curly hair, and on

his index finger he wore golden ring with a red carnelian. She fixed her

gaze upon it when, at the priest’s instructions, he reached out his hand to

seal their vows. It was only after that she dared to look up. The shape of his

skull was clearly visible beneath his pale skin, and a blond beard filled out

his face. He looked into her eyes, and in a flash, a smile darted from his



face to hers, an awkward little somersault in which she tumbled onward

through the day’s dreary solemnities.

They didn’t exchange a single word that day, and she hasn’t seen

him since. When she tries to imagine the future, her thoughts run away

from her. Life is here, it is Marie and her old nursemaid, Anna, it is

Valdemar’s eternal comings and goings, it is Brother Markus, who

provides for her education, it is the faces she knows, the dogs, the horses,

the cats, the castles, the rooms, the seasons pulling one day after the next

in their steady pace. She receives lessons every day except Sundays and

other feast days, and is a quick learner: she can now read and write in both

Latin and Danish. Brother Markus received the king’s blessing to educate

her in all subjects that he deemed worthy. She has been educated just like

the boys, exempted only from the sword and lance. One Easter a few years

ago she had pestered her father to let her take riding lessons. He had

laughed, but on the next day she was brought out to the stables where she

got a horse of her own, which someone had named Solstice.

Since the matrimony, she has made detailed inquiries into the

condition of the Kingdom of Norway. They don’t have sufficient land for

agriculture, so they must buy their wheat from cities of the Hanseatic

League. It is a land of cod fisheries and fjords, mountains and snow, of

kings who inherit their thrones as opposed to being elected to them like in

Sweden and Denmark, the pilgrim’s cathedral in Trondheim, the

Hanseatic merchants in Bergen who lock themselves behind their walls to

protect their secrets. Norway’s wealth is its cod, which dries quickly in the

cold, northern winds. The most prosperous merchants in Lofoten live like

kings from the sales of their fish. The oil that they produce from cod liver,

seal, and whale is in high demand in many places, for lamps and the

treating of leather. The Norwegian nobles are sparse in number, and they

are weaker than the nobles of Denmark and Sweden. When the plague

slashed the population of able-bodied farmers, those who remained

demanded better conditions from the Norwegian nobility, and times

became even more frugal. Amidst the plague’s misery, as entire



settlements and villages were devastated, death left in its wake an

abundance of land. This gave the survivors the opportunity to keep more

livestock than before, so Margrete’s new country lacks neither meat nor

milk, neither wool nor leather nor eggs.

In the old days the farmers owned their own land in Norway.

Gradually, the majority of it fell into the hands of the king, the nobility,

and the church. This was not the result of force, but rather because in hard

times farmers were forced to take loans which they were often unable to

repay. They maintained their status as free men, but they had to surrender

a third of their crops in tax and tithe. While the plague has, in recent

times, precipitated a reduction in taxes collected by the crown and

diminished profits among the nobility, the church has grown stronger.

Everyone pays a tithe and donates money in hopes of assuring themselves

a place in Paradise. The Archbishop has great power and is an important

member of the king’s council.

Marie tells her what Brother Markus does not: Norway’s trolls can

smell the blood of Christians, and they transform into stone when sunlight

hits them. She also tells Margrete of Fossegrim, the beautiful naked spirit

who plays his lyre beneath waterfalls that leap from the cliffs, and who, in

exchange for meat, will gladly teach a human to play almost as beautifully

as he does.

How can she long for a place she has never seen? How can she fear

it? The marriage is a fog, its dimensions impossible to grasp, impossible to

even approach. It belongs to other people. Now and then, she imagines

herself sitting at the same table as her husband, how he will break the

bread and offer her a piece the way Valdemar does. But more often, she

thinks nothing of it at all. It is a duty which does not yet weigh upon her, a

mere fact of which she is aware, just as she knows that chickens lay eggs

and cows make milk - at once vital and of little consequence to the person

who gets the food delivered to their table.

Home is made of the places one grows up with, so familiar one

barely even sees them. Margrete loves Vordingborg Castle, it is there she



feels most at home. The beautiful and sturdy stones, the smell of the sea,

the way sky seems bigger there than in other places. She also loves Gurre

Castle, which Valdemar calls his paradise. He says that as long as he has

Gurre, then God can keep the Heavens to himself. Margrete once heard

him say it in Helvig’s presence. He had looked her in the eye, his face

strangely expressionless. It was after days of festivities at Gurre, the castle

was full of guests and Valdemar was dressed for a hunt. Naturally, Helvig

doesn’t care for this sort of talk, neither do Brother Markus and the other

men of the church. Helvig bent her neck and made the sign of the cross

over her chest with brisk fingers. When she kept her head bowed with her

hands folded across her chest, Valdemar grabbed her by the wrist. He

laughed, but it didn’t seem like either of them were having a good time.

Helvig didn’t resist, but though she allowed him to pull her close, pliant,

she held her lips tightly shut. He pushed her away again at once. She

stumbled before regaining her balance, and she pressed her fingers to her

lips. Valdemar laughed on his way out and ruffled Margrete’s hair. Then he

winked at her and pounded his fist down on his shoulder, the sound of his

leather falconry gauntlets resounding through the hall. Everything is more

lush around Gurre Castle, the flowers grow wilder, the horses in the fields

by the lake, the hunt, the parties. Valdemar’s presence fills the castle,

everyone else is but a thread in his tunic.

Margrete’s chambermaid, Marie, is seventeen years old, and she

will accompany her to Norway. The remainder of the servants, guards, and

people of the court who surround Margrete will be replaced by Norwegian

counterparts when she arrives at Akershus Castle. Margrete knows that

Marie dreads their departure, because she’ll have to leave her beloved

behind. If she could’ve held a wedding for Marie instead of herself, she

would happily have done so. Although plans and agreements have been

made which everyone else seems to find as clear as coal on a whitewashed

wall, it all strikes Margrete as backwards and opaque: one of them will

grow too old, the other will be forever be too young. Margrete hears Marie



whispering with the other maids of the court: crushed hearts, splintered

dreams.

“You can just stay home,” the other maids’ voices whisper like the

treetops, “no one’s forcing you to go up there.”

But at this Marie cries, for she is also closely bonded with Margrete.

“Who does she have besides me who really knows her?” she

whispers back through her tears. “Who knows how her blankets need to be

folded under her feet when she sleeps? Or that she gets a stomach ache if

her evening milk isn’t served at the right temperature?”

Margrete’s throat aches. It’s not that they mean for her to overhear,

but if they really wanted to keep these discussions secret, they could have

them somewhere else. Childhood doesn’t make you deaf, just invisible, and

Margrete becomes a stone in a wall, heavy and clumsy and born to bear

the weight of other peoples’ expectations and apprehensions. Sitting there

on the bench, she is meant to be embroidering, a simple chain stitch on

white lenin, red and gold and cornflower blue, a bird with wide wings and

a rowan berry in its beak. She digs her needle in under her nails, one by

one, to give her pain a true expression.

“It will be a long time before we leave here, and much can happen

for the both of us,” Margrete says, looking right past the women.

For a moment they go stiff, silence seeps out between them. There

is something dark and ferocious in the child’s manner of speech which

frightens them. It takes a little while before they pick up their embroidery

again. Their needles have lost their threads, and they seem to resist being

threaded again. Marie pricks herself and sucks the blood with anxious

eyes.

“The queen is right,” Marie collects herself enough to say. She

makes a movement with her head, servile and conciliatory, “forgive me.”

Light lies like a wreath around Marie’s head, sun after lingering

rain. The silence is cautiously filled with the clicking of shoelaces against

the floor, one of them clears her throat, the rasping of thread drawn

through fabric. Margrete has ceased to be the child among them - a hushed



voice masks all distinctions - now she is the judge who they must obey.

Margrete feels their fear, and she hates it. She wraps her arms around

Marie and clasps her tightly.

“If you don’t want to go, then you don’t have to,” she says, clinging

so hard that Marie gasps. The others respond in a mix of nervous laughter

and protestations.

Marie can only loosen her grip by pulling Margrete back by her

braids. It doesn’t hurt, but Margrete struggles not to cry all the same.

Marie gathers up Margarete's fallen embroidery, but she does not take it

until Marie presses the embroidery hoop into her lap.

The day wears on. Marie embroiders more beautifully than all the

others. She adds a border of blue droplets and holds it up before Margrete.

The sun disappears again, clouds fill the ladies’ chamber with melancholy,

and in the evening dark they huddle closer to one another. Hands are

cupped around ears and the whispering commences as Margrete is

escorted out to dinner in the little room where food is served when

Valdemar is away. Marie sits across from her and she lets the child say the

prayer before they eat in silence.

It is still a long time before Margrete will go to Oslo. Uncertainty

abounds. Håkon is still young, and he has yet to prove his worth. Time is

on his side, his soft nature against him. His father’s shadow looms so large

that Håkon seems like an errand boy at his side.

Valdemar calls Margrete his little amulet, he has done so as long as

she can remember. When Brother Markus overhears it he looks on with

strict eyes, but Valdemar never seems to notice. Margrete is seldom ill, she

possesses a vigor which delights Valdemar. He used to take her along on

his trips around the country. She fishes for these memories when she lies

down in the silence of the evening: a sleigh ride from Gurre to Øresund,

beads of frost in his beard, the sound of the bells as the runners flew over

the snow. The herring market in Skønor, people and noise, gold jewelry,

small brass daggers with shafts of carved ivory, the peoples’ hands,

cracked and pink like faded cloth after weeks buried in fish scales and salt.



On a trip through Rold Forest, Valdemar jumped down from his horse and

pushed into a bramble, and he returned to her with three perfect

raspberries, tiny in his hand, tart and sun-warmed. Behind him, in a

clearing, she saw a little gnome hop over a stump. She had her cap under

her arm and was naked to the waist.

“Why are nature’s creatures evil?” she had asked Valdemar, when

they were sitting back in the wagon.

“Evil?” he repeated, “they just want the peace that they feel ought to

be theirs.”

“But humans will defeat them anyway,” she said, without quite

knowing if that was true. It seemed to her that changelings, fairies, and

ghosts made life troublesome and dangerous for those who could not

stand on equal footing with them.

Valdemar put his arm around her.

“If you’re strong and you always keep your wits about you...” he

started to say, but he grew silent for a moment before continuing: “What if

all these tiny gnomes and ugly elves tell their children stories about us

humans, stories where they themselves are the heroes and we are the

villains. Would you say they were full of lies, or could it be that they just

see the world differently than we do, with their special powers, always so

reviled.”

Chapter 5

Christ will come from the east on the day of resurrection. The dead

are buried with their heads to the west, so they can meet the Lord face to

face. Kristoffer has his sword with him in the grave, while all the others

have left theirs in the armory. Margrete wishes she knew who he will be

fighting against in the hereafter. Everyone has to pass through purgatory,



but the small demons who afflict and torment people for their sins can

hardly be chopped in two.

The air is heavy with smoke. The cathedral’s statue of Christ is new,

and he beams in his gold crown in spite of his suffering. His head falls

toward his shoulder, his wounds bleed like sap. Under the cross the Holy

Virgin kneels, her white-painted face blushes in two red ovals, and she

almost looks alive. She folds her left hand around her right, a sign of grief,

easily recognizable for those who cannot read. Margrete discreetly copies

the gesture. When she turns her head, she sees Saint Margrete, who was

imprisoned because she refused to marry. In her hand she holds the cross

that she stabbed into the jaws of the Devil when he appeared to her in the

form of a dragon. She nods to Saint Margrete, and it seems like she is

looking right back at her. Margrete knows many stories about dragons;

they live in places she has never been.

Would it be a crime against God if a person succeeded in fighting

his way through Purgatory instead of letting himself be cleansed by the

flames? Only saints go straight to eternal salvation in Paradise, and even a

brother as good as Kristoffer will surely endure torments worse than those

of earthly life. She folds her hands as the canons sing. It is the job of the

living to help the dead: if you pray for them diligently, their time in

Purgatory can be shortened. God loves all people, including Margrete. So

great is his love that he let his son die for the sins of humanity. Margrete

gets dizzy at the thought of it, and she wraps her hand around the cross

that she wears around her neck, small and golden, white pearls. Her name

means pearl, Valdemar had explained when he gave it to her on the day

before her wedding. He polished it with his tunic so it shone, and he

dangled it in front of her face. The little cross has changed hands many

times on its journey all the way from Jerusalem. Valdemar loves her, as he

loves many things of this world. She isn’t sure whether the Devil loves

people when he tempts them, or if love is reserved for those who confess to

the Lord.



No person can be an amulet for another, Brother Markus

admonishes Margrete later, though Valdemar was the one who had said it.

He tells her about the saints, and she thinks: Who could live like that? He

has also told her of Saint Birgitta, she who always sees the living Christ

before her and hears his voice. Someone or other told her that Birgitta

doesn’t approve of her and Håkon’s marriage. Puppets in a children's

game, she called it in letter to the pope about which Valdemar was

informed. Birgitta has called Valdemar himself a wolf and a slaughterer,

but he just laughs about it. Birgitta is in Italy, on a mission to get the pope

to return to Rome from Avignon. Brother Markus thinks that she may well

succeed where so many have failed. Every single Friday Birgitta stuffs her

mouth with bitter herbs and drips wax from burning candles onto her skin

to remind herself of Christ’s suffering. Brother Markus shook his head

gently when he told Margrete about it, and when he described the gown of

horse hair that Birgitte wears beneath her cloths, he had to take a deep

breath. Despite his kindness and intelligence, he must have felt like a

sinner in the face of all that piety. He often expounds upon the torments of

the martyrs, and Margrete is rarely frightened. But right after Kristoffer’s

death, he told her about a woman in the bogs of Hell whose brains flowed

from her hollowed forehead, and she could not but cry. No words of

Brother Markus’s could comfort her, and when he gave her a rosary, she

was so upset that her prayers sounded like nonsense.

It is chilly in the church, light streams softly through the windows

below the roof, hundreds of candles dance. A deep breath is collectively

held; fur, wool, and silk drag and rustle. Helvig came in last. She stands by

Valdemar’s side, her small hand wedged between his folded arms. He

looks straight ahead while she whimpers loudly. Helvig’s face glistens with

tears and snot, which drip down onto the plain, short cape that she wears

over her dress, and she makes no effort to dry them away. Valdemar

beams in his bright red robe, straight and tall, bearing his crown like one

who will never be bowed down. A jolt of the same anger that Margrete

feels when she sees Ingeborg passes though her now, as she watches her



mother proceed down the aisle. Helvig’s splotchy, red skin, her eyes

sunken deep in their sockets, her ever disquieted face, quivering and

frowning in eternal agitation. Margrete thinks about her siblings who died

as infants, who she will never get to meet. She thinks about how, as she

has been told, Helvig was different back then. Like a summer apple, Anna

once said, so sweet and lively, impossible to resist. It is hard to picture

now, now that God has called Helvig to be his servant in the cloister at

Esrum. Every twig breaks eventually, even those bearing summer apples,

which burst as they hit to the ground, a feast for the wasp.

Margrete’s thoughts churn onward, through Purgatory and anger to

a summer day at Esrum a long time ago. It was the only time she ever

visited her mother there, perhaps three, or no, closer to four years ago. It

seems to her that Valdemar was there as well, but she may be

misremembering. Buttercups blooming across the meadows, bellflowers,

tulips, the thin woman in the courtyard who smelled so very much like her

mother when Margrete kissed her hand. She remembers that they went to

mass at the cloister chapel and then ate porridge with strawberries and

cream. The trip home in the afternoon sun, the church bells urging them

onward like cattle to the stable. Kristoffer had bent down to her and said:

You will never belong in a cloister, I want you to remember that.

*

In spite of it all, Margrete is secretly relieved that Kristoffer didn’t die on

the battlefield. There was a sense of peace about him as he lay washed and

prepared in his bed in Vordingborg, and there she could at least say a

proper goodbye to him. The past several years have been a time of war,

and he and Valdemar always seemed like strangers when they returned

home from their battles, battles she had to piece together through ballads

and anecdotes and explanations from Brother Markus. They spoke loudly,

they laughed all the time, their talk had grown coarse. When they came

back from Visby, such a rank stench hung around Valdemar that she had



to hold her breath when he picked her up. He wasn’t dirty; his beard was

as well-groomed as ever, his nails short and clean, but even a veil of

rosewater couldn’t hide something repulsive underneath. She had tried to

talk to Brother Markus about it, but he answered her with a lecture about

historic battles, as if he had not understood what she said. Kristoffer just

laughed when she mentioned it to him shortly before her wedding. He

mocked her and twisted her words, as if she’d only accused him of

stinking. He persisted for so long that Margrete became silent and distant,

and then he felt bad and kissed the top of her head.

“There is no humanity at war,” he had said, “you are at once the

hard stone that splits the earth, and the soft moss that soaks up the blood

and bile in the aftermath.”

This was hardly an explanation, but afterward she began to

associate the bitter, green bile that she knows from slaughtered animals

with the desecrated bodies of her father’s enemies.

The canons sing for Kristoffer and for God. Can it really be that her

brother is lying there in the coffin only a few meters from her, waiting for

the meat fall from his bones, not to be restored again until the Judgement

Day? It smells so strongly of smoke that she gets dizzy, and it occurs to her

suddenly that she has been to Gotland once, with her father. He went in

the guise of a merchant, and she as the merchant’s daughter. She laughs a

little to herself at the memory. Marie looks at her angrily, and Margrete

bows her neck.

The song of the canons is a whirlpool pulling her under water, it

floods through the church and stings her eyes. One time she rode through

a waterfall with Kristoffer, the water splashed all the way up under her

skirt. Valdemar awaited them on the other side. The song rises and falls.

The candles in the church are made of beeswax bought in Novgorod, from

the Hanseatic merchants who earn money by supplying the church, the

king, and the wealthy. Their sweet smell burns into the air; their flames

dance and spark like buzzing bees.



Then she is back on Gotland with Valdemar, where they have been

invited to an engagement party. Their host’s daughter is a beauty, and late

in the evening, when Valdemar tries to kiss the bride-to-be, the host

punches him in the face, right in the middle of the party. Valdemar has to

endure this humiliation, for a traveling merchant cannot make the same

demands as a king. Afterward, he talks to an old healer-woman, bragging

that Gotland will soon fall into Danish hands, but the woman tells him that

will never come to pass. She wears a ring of twisting silver around her

index finger, and later on Valdemar tells Margrete that he would later

recognize her by that ring, that she practices a kind of magic that may one

day prove useful.

Marie nudges Margrete. Her head is leaning against Marie’s

shoulder, a thin strand of spit hangs from her mouth. Marie nudges once

more. Margrete looks over her shoulder. Rows of faces, some she

recognizes, some she does not. For a moment she catches a glimpse of the

woman with the silver ring, her face bobbing behind someone’s

luxuriously embroidered cape. She cranes her neck, but the woman is

gone. Unicorns between pink roses and golden apples, the contrast

between the border and the sky blue wool of the cape. The colors are lovely

to behold, and tiny pearls beam from the center of each rose. She hasn’t

ever seen a unicorn in person; they live far away and can only be captured

alive by a virgin. Like the Virgin Mary, Margrete thinks, and she follows

the border of the cape all the way up to the face floating above it: Henning

Podebusk, with his coal-black beard clipped short beneath his chin, his

mustache hanging in two thin braids that barely graze the corners of his

mouth. She’s never known anyone else to dress or act like him. His lips

move slightly, they are the same color as the roses on his cape, the same

color as his cheeks. He looks straight ahead, his hands folded, and

Margrete finds a certain comfort in contemplating his face. He is

Valdemar’s friend and advisor. Last summer, he and his wife Gisela and

their sons visited them in Gurre. Margrete couldn’t help laughing as he

bowed and said her name, elongated and clear, with much too strong an



emphasis. He comes from Rügen, and though the area is pledged to the

Danish crown, his native tongue is Low German. Now he sits on

Valdemar’s council and lives at Egholm, not far from Roskilde. When she

laughed, he laughed, and that laughter compelled her to dash wildly across

the courtyard with his youngest son, Predbjørn Podebusk, at her heels,

chickens and geese fleeing them in all directions.

After the ceremony everyone stands out in the churchyard.

Margrete hides behind her parents. It is drizzling but it isn’t cold. The sun

breaks through the clouds and disappears again, the silent pulse of the sky.

“My son will soon be with God,” Valdemar says every time someone

extends their hand to him.

“Pray for my son,” Helvig whispers.

Some of it she must have dreamt, but Margrete cannot let go of the

thought that she was once with Valdemar on a clandestine trip to Gotland.

It isn’t until evening that she gets a chance to ask him about it. He is

sitting at the table in the dining hall, immeasurably sad, immeasurably

intoxicated.

“We were in Gotland once,” she says, after she manages to get a

place by him on the bench. She puts her knee in the empty space next to

him, which had until a moment ago been occupied by Henning Podebusk,

and she keeps her other foot planted on the ground. That way, she is

almost at eye level with the seated Valdemar. His pupils contract into

small grains of wheat. He looks at her for a moment, and then shakes his

head and gives her a playful shove which is a little too hard.

“You and I were in Gotland?” he says, he and makes a contrived

expression.

Helvig sits rigidly at his side, waiting to be left in peace again. She

looks at Margrete, her eyes only slightly parted. It is as if Helvig only

seldomly truly focuses on anything, and when she does, it tends to beget a

stream of embittered or anguished words. She has been crying all day. The

skin beneath her eyes is swollen and red like a cockscomb.



“Yes,” says Margrete, “I only remember some of the trip. I think I

saw the woman with the twisting ring today in the church.”

“In the church? Gotland?” repeats Valdemar, with more composure

now, “Why would I have taken my daughter to Gotland during times of

unrest? Are you accusing your own father of being cynical or just stupid?”

Margrete doesn’t want to accuse her father of anything, she just

wants to know if she remembers it correctly. She dares not look him in the

eye, but neither does she look away entirely. She shakes her head, her

fingers wander along her temple like an insect, she extricates a lock of hair

from beneath her wreath, winds it around her index finger, swallows, as

Valdemar keeps staring at her. He reaches out for her with an abrupt

movement. She steps back instinctively, so he can only take hold of her

dress, and he pulls so hard that a tear runs down her blue silk sleeve.

Helvig slams her clenched fist down onto the table. Valdemar doesn’t react

to her, and he grasps for Margrete again, but this time he cannot reach her

at all. Helvig beats down upon the table again without looking at either

husband or daughter. Plates and silverware jump with the force of the

impact, a mug tips over, and beer runs over her hands and down into her

lap. Valdemar stops and turns to face her, bewildered and dumbstruck.

Margrete wants to run, but she can’t move. An ugly silence rests over her

parents. They are caught in a web of death, outside of time. Then

Valdemar staggers to his feet, puts his hand on Helvig’s shoulder, sits

down again, and does something that Margrete has never seen before and

will never come to see again: he leans his head heavily against his wife’s

shoulder and weeps.



Chapter 6

Valdemar has had a string of victorious years, but Kristoffer’s death

may be a warning that there are enemies at his doorstep. At the moment

things are calm, a silence hangs over Vordingborg Castle. Since Kristoffer’s

funeral there’s been an incessant coming and going of noblemen and

bishops. Margrete has given up on trying to find out what’s going on. She

knows only that Valdemar plans to travel abroad. She thinks it may have to

do with the many people in Denmark who are angry at him because of his

wars and his taxes and perhaps something else as well which no one will

explain to her. He plans to visit the Pope with over a hundred petitions,

and then he will try to forge new friendships in the South. In Sweden they

are calling him Valdemar the Wicked. It sends a shudder through

Margrete when she hears it. She sits at the same table as Valdemar in the

evenings, she watches people come and go in their splendid garments and

vestments, and she tries to overhear their conversations. Only fragments

of them make sense to her, but she knows for certain that Valdemar is

planning to be gone for a year. She feels abandoned and disoriented.

Valdemar is often away, it is not unusual for her to be ignorant of his

whereabouts. She has never speculated about the reasons for his absence,

but ever since Kristoffer’s death, she doesn’t want him to go. It isn’t

violence or war that she fears, nor bands of thieves and outlaws, it just

feels as if something has fallen apart.

One time Margrete and her siblings drove past a burning house at

twilight. It was a cold October day, but beneath the soot and ash the

embers still smoldered, and they emanated a warmth that hit their faces as

they passed by on the road. They had traveled far, and though she can’t

remember it clearly, she has a feeling that they had just parted ways with

someone, and that the three of them were sad about it. The smell of smoke

made the horses nervous, and when a beam collapsed in a cloud of sparks,

one of them lurched sideways, rocking the carriage. Margrete got up on

her knees on the bench and looked out at the burnt house behind them,



now just a lonely stain, a hole in the earth from which the darkness flowed

into the evening, filled it to the brim, stretched out after the carriage

bearing the royal children like a tongue, and left its mark on her sweating

chest. For days afterward she had nightmares about being locked inside of

a burning house.

The mute loneliness after Kristoffer’s death reminds her of that

night. It grows with Valdemar’s busyness, with the guests who come and

go, the meetings behind his closed door, the feeling of grasping something

vital while at the same time knowing nothing. One evening a smell of

smoke fills the castle, a roast was burnt, they say, but it smells exactly the

same as the burning house, burnt hair, coal, skin, and she vomits onto

Marie, who jumps up with a scream and stands with her hands raised

and calls for help (change), instead of washing the child and getting her

clothes off herself.

Margrete, Valdemar’s amulet, always beaming and shining and

never sick, now lies feverishly in her chamber, raving about a burning

building. Marie sits with her, as does Anna. They’ve examined her limbs

and her body and found nothing. Valdemar is revelling again with his

guests and the castle isn’t quiet until after midnight. Now Margrete sleeps

as well. Every stone seems to hold its breath. The moon is up, its ice-cold

trickles down, a single candle burns in the window, the flame drowned out

in a sea of white. Margrete’s red, fevered cheeks look unnatural, as if the

moon has drawn a mask over her face. A dog persists in its solitary

complaints until others join in, but eventually the silence overwhelms

them all. The moon rises higher. The light drifts reluctantly across the

room, the shadows unnaturally long. It is hard to know whether to call a

priest, or at least Brother Markus. Marie cries softly.

The next day Margrete’s fever has broken, but she is tired and she

stays in bed. At some point in the afternoon, Valdemar storms into the

room. He wastes no time asking questions, but simply heaves her

nightgown up over her head without loosening the string. Her veins glow



green and blue though the skin on her chest. Valdemar inspects her,

orders her to stand up, to lift her arms, to bend her neck, open her mouth.

“You didn’t say anything,” he says, nodding to the chamber maids,

“it didn’t occur to you to summon me?”

Then he goes, his steps echoing down the stairs. A door slams.

“What could he have done?” whispers Anna. “Not even a king can

stand up to the black death.”

The plague is a pack of invisible hags rampaging the world, their

red skirts soiled with mud. Over their shoulders each of them carry a rake:

a tooth takes a life, a space spares one. Before Margrete was born, the

plague pushed up through Europe and announced its presence in

Denmark with the same sudden hemorrhages and black-violet boils that

were its signature elsewhere. The sickness took half of the population.

God’s punishment filled both heaven and hell. Mass graves, desolate

villages, cloisters emptied of God’s servants. Children and young people

died in great numbers, making the future fragile. In the first years of

Margrete’s life, able-bodied men were so scarse that society could not

afford to lose any more, and the king’s council decided to temporarily

forbid the death penalty. Land could be bought cheaply, for there was no

one to cultivate it. Abandoned farms dotted the countryside. The situation

is no longer as dire as it was then, but now and then the hags of pestilence

reappear. Funen and northern Zealand have had an outbreak for some

time. Valdemar would have taken Margrete to Gurre after the funeral, his

paradise, his shield against the sorrows of the world, but the plague forced

him to reconsider. Vordingborg Castle is a fortress without equal, but the

plague cannot be kept at bay.

That evening, Margrete gets permission to come down to the dining

hall. With the exception of Henning Podebusk, all of the guests have left.

Neither he nor Valdemar say a word as they eat. Podebusk bows to

Margrete when she comes into the room, and hails her as Queen of

Norway and Sweden. His eyes rest upon her, full of laughter.



They are served herring and cold, pickled currants. It sticks to

Margrete’s mouth, lodges in her throat, but she doesn’t say anything.

When he is anxious, Valdemar’s temper is worse than any illness.

Once Margrete has eaten, Marie makes the signal for her to leave

the table. The evenings are still bright, seagulls scream from the peaks of

the gables. The world is humming and fragrant, shards of evening light fall

through the open door, a cat spreads itself across the floor, still warm from

the day’s sun. Margrete hesitates, the boredom of her bed does not entice.

Marie clears her throat, insisting on obedience, and Margrete laboriously

signals that she will rise. Valdemar, who only a moment ago he seemed to

have been sleeping with open eyes, suddenly places a hand over hers.

“When I leave here,” he says, “so will you.”

Margrete is silent. His gaze is so piercing, so open and pained, that

it does not correspond with the calmness of his voice. She doesn’t know

what he means. Valdemar is stopping first in Poland, then on to Avignon

to visit the pope, who Saint Birgitta says stinks of the corruption of Hell

because he lives in luxury, and not in Rome where he ought to be. Will he

really take Margrete with him? A child on a journey through Europe? He

says nothing more, but he does not release her hand. Podebusk pushes his

mug of beer back and forth across the table with a rhythmic sound.

“Podebusk has promised to escort you to the ship in Copenhagen,

and to see you off on your way to Oslo.” Valdemar looks away at last.

Margrete has been holding her breath, and she gasps for air. She

doesn’t dare look at her father. Henning Podebusk’s eyes are friendly and

inquisitive.

“Your father wants you to be safe…” he says, raising his hands as if

he were asking for forgiveness.

“One month’s preparation ought to be enough,” interrupts

Valdemar, and he turns to Marie, who stands off to the side behind

Margrete, “see that her belongings are in order.”

Marie swallows so loudly that Margrete can hear it, and the sound

makes her angry. She wants to tell Valdemar that it seems unjust, to ask



how his agreement with Kristoffer can be so easily broken. Instead, she

looks at her hands resting in her lap, a scratch from the raspberry bush,

another from playing with the cats. She lets her feet dangle to and fro,

holding her breath to conceal her emotions. Then she nods silently and

rises from the table.

Chapter 7

Margrete wanders out into the orchard without asking permission. The

gardeners are off taking their break, so she is alone. The buzz of the

insects, butterflies and bees, Marie calling for her from somewhere far off.

Seagulls glide through the air toward the sea. Margrete has taken off her

shoes and stockings, she crouches down between the current bushes, her

hands and feet daubed in shadow. Stems and blades of grass move in the

breeze, little flowers nod in unison. It smells of earth and grass, of dusty

stones and rose bushes. Clusters of translucent currant berries hang like

perfect jewels, light in the hand, dry and tart in the mouth. Perhaps there’s

something other than the wind that causes the plants to move, something

holding fast to their roots, spreading beneath soil and binding itself with

everything that grows, so that one stem of grass cannot move unless all of

the others do the same, one flower cannot unfold its petals in isolation.

They often dance six-turns, chain dance, the rooster, and other

dances when Valdemar holds festivities. He has allowed her to join in

them ever since she could walk. Kristoffer once told her that Helvig didn’t

approve of it, but Margrete can’t recall a single time that her mother tried

to take her off to bed before the dancing began, or that she was ever pulled

out of Valdemar’s embrace. Sweaty hands, feet that know every step

following the whistle and the lute, the feeling of no longer being one, but



bound up with many, moving together, swinging, heaving, laughing,

sweating.

A summer apple has been blown down and rolled beneath the

bushes. The scent of sweet decay. A little insect is busy sucking up its

power, its abdomen bobbing in an ecstatic rhythm. In the middle of the

green grass is a patch of withered stems about the size of a hand, as if the

life force had flowed around it, as if sun and rain have forgotten it. It

reminds Margrete of the plague fields, where crops lie rotting because

those who would have harvested them are dead, and the deserted villages

one passes every now and then on the way through the country. Margrete

turns her back to the dead patch.

Last summer Marie claimed that she had come face to face with the

viper king, but no one could figure out exactly where the meeting occurred,

for her story was always changing. She described him in detail: his white

skin, the black stripe along his back, his horse-like mane, his horse-like

head. But Valdemar shook his head when Margrete told him about it.

“The tellers of lies will be always punished for them sooner or later,”

he had said, and he summoned Marie.

Margrete hadn’t meant to cause trouble for her maid, she just

wanted to tell her father the story.

Margrete looked down as Valdemar interrogated Marie. The maid

stood with her neck bent and answered in a fragile voice: Yes, no, I don’t

remember. The king didn’t come to any conclusion, and afterward he

seemed nervous, but not angry. Margrete hasn’t mentioned it since,

neither to him nor to Marie, and the tension that existed between them for

some time afterward has now dissipated.

Perhaps Marie wasn’t telling the truth, but Margrete knows that one

must be on guard for the moonwhite viper king, and his red queen as well.

He can curve his body into the shape of a wheel, and she’s heard stories of

people who had to jump out of the way when he came rolling by at the

speed of a galloping horse. A couple of days after Kristoffer’s funeral,

Valdemar mentioned the viper king again, but it was as if he had



completely forgotten Marie’s story. She was there too when he told about a

man he met who said he once spent the night in a heath somewhere in

Jutland, only to discover when he awoke that he’d been lying right next to

a pit full of viper kings.

“They were holding a symposium,” Valdemar added, “about what

we’ll never know, but one thing is certain: if you eat a white viper, then

from that moment on you’ll be able to look within people, to tell what

they’re thinking, to see the fetuses they’re bearing.”

Margrete glanced over at Marie in the corner of her eye. Only when

Valdemar laughed did she look up at him.

“That man claimed to have roasted one of those beasts over his

campfire, and he’s been going around spouting prophesies ever since. The

strange thing is, when it comes to looking in on the unborn to see whether

it’s a boy or a girl, he’s wrong just as often as he is right. And from that we

can conclude…” He became silent at the sight of Brother Markus, who

came to speak with him, and he did not finish his sentence.

We can conclude nothing, Margrete thinks as she scrapes dirt out

from under her nails, nothing but nonsense.

Just before, she’d been standing in her chamber on the second

floor, looking down at the crowded courtyard. People and animals, each

with their role, their job, their lot. Everyone has a responsibility, but not

everyone has a say in things: women less so than men, the poor not at all.

Valdemar’s hunting dogs eat better than the washing woman and the

stable boys, and now and then his favorite dog even sleeps at his feet. One

time Margrete witnessed the peasant girl who looked after the hen houses

give birth to a child in a pile of filthy straw. The young woman claimed that

she hadn’t known she was pregnant, and she cried when they asked her

who the father was. The bloody straw was burned on a pyre. Both mother

and child survived, but the peasant girl no longer works at the castle. Anna

had said to Margrete that they should have compassion for the woman and

the child and remember them in their prayers. Perhaps it is wrong to lie



with a man when one is unwed, but no one knows what happened, Anna

had said, and violence can also bring a woman to be with child.

Margrete thought about this a great deal, but she did not want to

inquire further. She knows well how children come about, humans and

animals are not so different in that respect. An unwed man must endure

the tribulations of war, but he nonetheless moves more freely through the

world than an unwed woman, who bears a double and often impossible

burden as she provides for her child. So it appears to Margrete, and she

has expanded her evening prayers to include all the hen-house keepers of

the world. It is your Christian duty to care for the poor, Brother Markus

often says, but when Margrete asked him why the world is divided up in

this way, how she can be clothed in silk while others die of hunger, it took

him a long time to answer. God has ordered people into three groups:

those who must fight, those who must pray, and those who must bear

children. All of them have the same worth in God’s eyes, and every person

must accept their lot with virtue and dignity, but to mix them up and

remove their distinctions would be just as bad as creating disorder in

Heaven’s choir of angels. God created the poor, he added, so that wealthy

might have an opportunity to perform good deeds, and thus endeavor

toward the salvation of their souls.

What God in all his perfection has ordered, people in their

weakness and propensity for sin must accept. Every person is bound to

other people, so that one person’s deeds never leave others untouched.

Valdemar has so many people to think about: those he loves, those he

hates, those he knows, and those who live in his kingdom. Those who fight,

those who pray, those who give birth, those who toil.

Margrete pulls up a tuft of grass with her fingers, runs the tassel of

its roots gently across her lips, plucks out an earthworm, carefully, so that

it doesn’t split at the middle. It writhes in her hand, seeking refuge, red

and brown and ugly. Perhaps it’s true that insects and the creatures of the

underground belong to Satan’s realm. Marie’s lot is Margrete herself, and

if she stays hidden beneath the bushes all day long without telling anyone,



it will be the maid who is punished for it, whereas Margrete will be greeted

with relief upon her reappearance. And Marie’s panic: it’s not only the

weight of responsibility, not only the fear of punishment. Two swallows

swoosh softly through the air right over the tops of the pear trees, diving

after little insects and swinging back up beneath a sky so brilliant that

tears spring to Margrete’s eyes. Clouds blow in across the sea, a distant

rumble of thunder, a gnawing shame. If Valdemar wants to send her away,

no one can prevent him from doing so. Marie is unhappy and she is trying

to hide it, but Margrete only compounds her sorrows with her selfish

behavior. She crawls out from under the bush, brushes off her dress, and

runs barefoot through the garden with her shoes in her hands.

“Marie,” she yells, her voice coming out like a roar, “Marie, here I

am.”

Chapter 8

The light falls over meter after meter of fabrics spread out on the

long table in the great hall. The furriers and traders of the finest cloth have

been summoned to the castle. The tailors have taken Margrete’s

measurements and they are standing at the ready to start with their work.

Valdemar thought they had plenty of time, but one and a half months is

nothing when there is so much to be sewn: dresses and robes and capes,

fur gloves, muffs, fur-lined boots, dress shoes, kerchiefs, bonnets,

undergarments, nightgowns. Gold brocade, thick silks from the East, a

chest full of small decorative pearls. Heavy, soft woolen fabrics from

England and Flanders, light linens. Ocher, sky blue, moss green, blood red.

Ermine tails, squirrel skins for lining: the soft white furs of winter,

summer’s burning reds. Earth-hued marten, otter and beaver for winter

robes, the fox's palette of black, rust, gray and white.



The furs of arctic animals are the finest and most sought after, but

Margrete prefers stronger colors. No one asks her anything but to raise her

arms up, out to the side, down again, and turn again. Marie has shown her

the packing list and her travel chests, which have already arrived. They

smell of newly cut wood, heavy and solid with their iron banding. On the

largest one, the domed heads of the nails are arranged in flowery clusters.

For fun, Margrete crawls down into one of the chests, but Marie is

appalled, and pulls her out again.

Even the linen is are beautiful in the afternoon sun. It will be used

for undergarments, and its folds meander like sandbanks soaking up the

red-gold beams. The table resembles a giant creature made of fur and

fabric and gold. The traders will have to wait for hours, but they hide their

impatience. The ladies allow themselves plenty of time to shop, and the

castle’s steward takes note of everything that gets purchased with his

scratching pen.

Margrete is bored, but the others play like children with dolls,

holding one color after another up to her face. She is so fair that the colors

dissolve if they are too pale, and they are rejected out of hand if they are

too dark. Both make her appear sickly, and when she stands on the pier in

Oslo, she must be the embodiment of life and promise and impending

fertility. So says her nursemaid to the giggles of the other ladies. Margrete

pretends not to hear them, lets her fingers run through bundles of furs,

withdrawing the most beautiful ones. A lynx cub, bright red-brown with

darker spots. When she looks at it, the same feeling courses through her

body as when she hides out in the garden.

“It’s beautiful,” she says in Low German to the Hanse merchant,

“very soft.”

He nods and bows and pulls several full grown lynx skins from the

pile. All the while it seems as if he is about to burst into laughter, and

Margrete feels certain that he is scoffing at her pronunciation. She turns

her back to him. She is only a child and all the same she does her best to

speak a foreign language. He, on the other hand, does not speak the



slightest bit of Danish, so he ought not mock her. She watches Gisela

Podebusk and some of the other noblewomen availing themselves of the

opportunity to demonstrate their fine taste and sense for quality, their

fingers stroking and rooting through furs and fabrics and pearls. The man

with the lynx cub springs back and forth to help, to unroll, to display.

Margrete turns back to the skin once he has stopped paying attention to

her. It seems almost as if the animals has simply taken its clothes off, and,

to amuse herself, she imagines that a naked lynx is now running through

the forests of the far north. She wraps the skin around her arm, wriggles

her hand back and forth so the fur comes to life.

“The large paws of the full grown lynx make it easier for them to

navigate the snows of Lapland and Norway,” says Brother Markus, who

had come to her side without her noticing, making her jump in surprise.

“The lynx lives alone,” he says, holding the skin up to look at it, “it

stalks its prey from behind and kills with a bite to the throat.”

Though she has done nothing, Margrete feels as if she has been

foisted into a forbidden game. Tears well in her eyes, which Brother

Markus misinterprets as apprehension and uncertainty about the big

changes ahead.

“A lightning fast and cunning hunter,” he says, quickly adding in a

whisper, “the Lord will protect you, Margrete. Remember your rosary, and

keep in mind all that you’ve learned.”

Margrete whispers an amen to release herself from further

admonitions. She knows full well by now that what feels like wickedness

can in fact be Lord’s mercy, while that which appears to bring happiness

can be a trick of the Devil. It’s been an eventful summer, and soon the

faces she is familiar with be strewn every which way. Margrete keeps hold

of the lynx cub’s skin as she watches Brother Markus walk off. She doesn’t

know whether she will miss him, why or why not. Someone else will

assume the task of her education, someone else will hear her confessions

and answer her questions. His gentleness and patience are special, but she

has no reason to believe that they cannot be replaced. All the same, she is



gripped by an urge to run after him and tell him that she doesn’t want to

leave, even though he has no say in the matter. The decision is Valdemar’s

alone, and he has seldom been home of late. That morning it had all

seemed different. At night she dreamed that they welcomed her on the pier

in Oslo with garlands of flowers, and someone dripped honey into her

mouth. She reaches out toward Brother Markus’ back, a superfluous

gesture, for he is already far away from her. The skin glides to the floor,

and the dead lynx, which once suckled at its mother, crumples into a soft

pile. She bends to pick it up, but the fur trader beats her to it. He pats the

skin and smoothes it with both hands. He tilts his head and smiles in the

same contemptuous way as before. She doesn’t want to be here any longer.

Marie asks her to wait, but she insists. I am tired, she says, and when

Marie replies that a meal will soon be served for all of the guests, she

repeats: I am tired.

The fur trader waves the lynx cub in front of her face so that the tail

dances.

“The young queen wishes to keep this one,” he says. It sounds at

once like a question and a declaration. He laughs again without trying to

conceal it, “it is from a young lynx.”

Marie laughs along, but Gisela Podebusk steps between then and

takes hold of Margrete’s shoulder, a little too tightly.

“The color is far too vulgar,” she says, flicking the tail.

“In Italy…” the fur trader begins as he lays the skin over Margrete’s

head.

“It would be more suitable for a hunting cap than a child queen,”

Gisela Podebusk interrupts him, and she passes the skin back.

The hall grows quiet. Her words burn: child queen. The fur trader

nods takes a servile step back. Perhaps it had simply slipped their minds as

they became intoxicated with beauty in the castle’s great hall. But now the

spell has lifted; the Norwegian winter will envelop her when the autumn

ends. Her conjugal bed wobbles on a faraway ice floe, her night gown is



woven with blue ice crystals. It has not come yet, but it will soon. And the

lynx skin: a hunting cap, naturally, nothing for a little girl.

“Margrete is tired,” Marie whispers to Gisela Podebusk as she

gingerly tries to pull her away, “I’ll escort her up, it’s be an long day.”

“Up?” Gisela’s fingers clamp onto Margrete’s arm and squeeze

tightly,  “has she no manners at all?”

Marie looks down to the floor, lets go of Margrete’s hand, her eyes

grow wide as lanterns.

“Naturally, the young queen of Norway and Sweden will eat with

her guests,” Gisela continues, “child or not, she’ll be a lady soon.”

Margrete follows Gisela with her eyes once she has released her

shoulder. Chinless and pallid, proud and strong. She reaches out for

Marie, wants to pull her close, but her maid takes an unexpected step back.

“The lady did you a favor,” whispers Marie.

Margrete can still feel the spot where Gisela Podebusk clutched her,

and she can feel her heavy gaze, though she is no longer looking in her

direction, but stands with her back to Margrete as she speaks to the

steward. The gaze clings to Margrete, makes her acutely conscious of her

slightest movements, a half-suppressed cough, the torn nail of her index

finger. Marie excuses herself and leaves Margrete’s side.

Suddenly Anna seems so bumbling, a shadow flitting between the

ladies, desperately trying to please them while aware that she can only do

so by making herself invisible. The ladies abandon the orgy of fabrics,

tempted away by foaming ales and freshly baked pastries, laughing about

something Margrete cannot hear. Gisela’s voice cuts through in

fragmentary slivers, slightly louder than the others, a knife slicing through

meat, lifting it to her lips, chewing it, tearing it apart, spitting out careless

bits in small, bitter sentences: raised without a mother, uncultivated, weak

of character.

*



In the six days that Gisela Podebusk and the others reside at the

castle, Margrete says nothing more than is absolutely necessary. She is a

bladder slowly inflating, filling up with everything she sees: their ways of

socializing, their manners, their unpredictable, laughingly mussing her

hair one moment, chiding her the next, addressing her at times as a child,

at times as an adult. In the daytime, when clothes must be tried on and

altered, she is nervous in the extreme, and she allows herself to be spun,

bumped and tossed about, submissive between the hands and fingers that

pinch her blushing cheeks, squeeze her with clasps and ribbons, fasten and

loosen. She feels as if she is at once floating and painfully splayed apart.

With their orders and their groping they stitch her into the same tapestry

on which they themselves are embroidered, and when one of them moves,

the others follow along, but Margrete doesn’t know the steps, and she

tumbles clumsily, to the irritation and amusement of the others.

On Sunday she doesn’t have the strength to go to mass, but Marie

will not risk the ire of Gisela Podebusk. She heaves Margrete out of bed,

ignoring her pleas, dresses her, drags the brush roughly through her hair,

tightens her braids, opens the chamber door and prods her forward, into

the cold hallway.

After mass, Margrete insists on confessing to Brother Markus. No

one can refuse her this, and the ladies, who apparently do not have as

much to confess as the child, quickly depart the chapel.

In the dimness, the bladder is punctured, and its contents seep out

like a warm vapor. A mixture of shame and penitence, embittered anger

and newly risen fears at the thought of her departure. Brother Markus

listens and whispers prayers, which she repeats, stringing them onto a

winding, gleaming chain, its links alternating between relief and pain.

Margrete does not want to cry, but she can’t help it, and Brother Markus

resists reprimanding her for her harsh words about the ladies, because half

of them vanish into the snorts and snot and tears falling in quick streams.

He allows her to sit in silence when the crying stops, lets her dry her face



with her sleeve, tuck a fallen lock of hair into place, sing a verse of psalm,

cry again, stop, settle down, straighten up.

“I want to send a message to my mother,” she says out of the blue,

once she has finally found calm.

Brother Markus waits a moment to answer; words can ring so

clearly when they are not immediately contradicted.

“What could be so important as to interrupt Queen Helvig in her

pious work?” he says finally.

“Kristoffer had decided that I should wait to leave,” she answers,

“and my father agreed.”

Another pause in which the words can stand and vibrate and show

their worth.

“I want to hear from my mother what she thinks,” she whispers.

Brother Markus needs not reply. Margrete inhales. If Dronning

Helvig had an opinion about her daughter’s fate, she could have easily

shared it after the funeral in Roskilde. The king would not have listened,

but that hasn’t prevented Helvig from speaking her mind in the past.

Brother Markus blesses her, and he rests his hand on the crown of

her head as she whispers another prayer. She stands up, suddenly smiling,

her face divided in two by her bleary eyes: the grinning mouth below, the

wrinkled forehead above.

“You’ve spoken of the patience you’ve shown me,” she says, no

longer sounding like a child, “and that is true, but you forget that your

patience won’t be required much longer, for I will be soon be gone, and

you’ve known always that day would come.”

He returns her smile.

“He that is slow to anger is of great understanding,” he answers,

and extends his hand as a cue for her to complete the verse from the Book

of Proverbs.

“...but he that is hasty in spirit exalteth folly,”she says. She looks up,

the incense that they burned during mass hangs like a dizzy fog beneath

the flat wooden ceiling.



He places his hand on her cheek, and she returns this

unaccustomed gesture of affection by tilting her head into it. He remains

in place as she walks off. Marie is waiting for her outside.

“As one that taketh off a garment in cold weather, and as vinegar

poured upon a wound?” she says, and she steps into the light-filled

doorway.

He shields his face and completes the verse:

“So is he that singeth joyful songs to a heavy heart.”

She stays in the doorway. Marie is reduced to a silhouette in the

light that shines behind them.

“You need not sing joyful songs,” he adds in a voice so slight she can

barely hear it, “as long as you remember your psalms.”

Chapter 9

When Valdemar returns to Vordingborg he brings a new maid for

Margrete along with him. She is fourteen years old, her name is Kerstin,

and she brings her belongings with her in a fine and sturdy little chest. He

introduces Margrete to her immediately, announcing that she will travel to

Norway and be her second maid. Kerstin doesn’t have much experience,

but she comes from a good family, and she has good manners. She can

read, Valdemar says, as Kerstin stands with her arms hanging alongside

her body, staring at Margrete. Only when Margrete returns her gaze for a

long time does she look away. Her eyes are very dark, the pupil and the iris

indistinguishable. She is little and stocky of build, with fine, silvery hair

that waves in the same way as Margrete’s.

Kerstin doesn’t say much; she tends to reply in one syllable words,

but she completes each and every task that she is assigned. There’s

something about her that Margrete doesn’t like, and something she is

drawn to. Kerstin’s movements give an impression of lethargy which



stands in contrast to her industriousness. Her eyes, nose, and mouth are

squeezed into a small area of her face, and the rest of it consists of wide,

pale surfaces. Her hair grows down into a point on her forehead, giving the

little face a compressed quality. Most of the time it’s impossible to tell

what Kerstin is thinking. There is seldom any trace of emotion, alertness,

or happiness to be detected, but she can suddenly burst into laughter

about something no one else finds amusing. At first, the others take

Kerstin to be a bit dim, but the theory doesn’t hold up. She is often the one

who knows the answer when there are disagreements about this or that,

she knows more verses of the psalms than all of the other maids, and she

has traveled to both Norway and Sweden. When the others are nice to her

or try to get her to reveal something about her family, she becomes

withdrawn and pretends as if she hasn’t heard them.

After a few weeks, fragments of Kerstin’s story begin to turn up all

the same. Anna has been with her in the bathhouse, where words slid off

her tongue so easily you’d think it had been covered in oil soap. The other

girls are desperate for gossip, and Anna, enjoying the attention, proffers

her knowledge in small bites for them to chew on for a while before

coming back for more. Of Kerstin’s father there was nothing to be learned

except that he was a man of high standing who died during her infancy.

She wouldn’t say anything more about him except that it was from him

that she got her silvery hair. Kerstin’s mother died last winter. The pest,

Anna whispers, but Kerstin survived despite having insisted on sitting at

her mother’s sickbed alone. And of the stepfather Kerstin had for half her

upbringing, Anna discovered only that he knows Valdemar, and that it was

he who’d offered her up to work at court after becoming a widower. He

found it unbefitting to carry on a family life with his wife’s only child. So

away she went, Anna says, and she makes a gesture as if she were

emptying a chamber pot.

These banalities won’t keep their interest burning for long, but

Anna has a trump card: beneath her clothes, Kerstin has a deformity. The

maids flock back to her, and they shudder as she describes how the flesh



all the way down Kerstin’s spine is warped and wrinkled like fat on hot

frying pan. It runs in a trail the width of a hand from her neck to the

bottom of her back, and Kristen couldn’t hide it in the bathhouse after

Anna got her to take off her smock. Kerstin had become emotional, Anna

says, as she told the story of how, as a child, she fell into a fireplace on a

visit to Bergen. They carried her outside, cut off her dress, and laid her

down in the snow to quell the burning in her flesh. Margrete hears it all,

and she asks what Kerstin was doing in Norway, but Anna doesn’t know

and can only resort to guessing.

When Kerstin comes back from the latrine, the conversation flies up

like a flock of pigeons as the maids try to pretend they were talking about

something else. Kerstin lowers her eyes and the others resume their

sewing. They task her with brining them cakes and beer, and as she serves

them she looks silently from one to the next.

In the evening, as Kerstin is styling Margrete’s hair, she asks her

directly what they had been talking about earlier. It is an indiscreet

question, and Margrete hesitates as Kersten runs the comb through her

hair.

“Anna told us,” Margrete begins, and then she pauses.

Kerstin stops her combing, and for a moment she rests her free

hand on Margrete’s shoulder.

“I beg your pardon,” she says, “it was wrong of me to ask.”

There is no particular trace of feeling in Kerstin’s voice, yet

Margrete is gripped with sympathy all the same.

“It’s all right,” she says, “she told us everything she found out about

during your visit to the bathhouse.”

A little tug of the comb as the teeth get caught on a tangle, and then

the same slow movement. Kerstin smiles.

“Thank you,” she says, “may all of your good deeds be returned and

rewarded.”

Margrete’s compassion is overtaken by a sense of apprehension.

The room is stifling, and she asks Kerstin to open the door to the chamber.



The hallway is strangely quiet, no voices, no footsteps. Kerstin shakes a

rug, beating it on the side, she fluffs the straw mattress, but still there

comes no sound. The air thickens, milk that’s been left standing out

overnight. Sweat runs down Margrete’s back. She wants to go out and call

for Marie, but her feet won’t seem to move. She can’t take her eyes off of

Kerstin as she progresses assiduously through the evening’s rituals, while

Margrete’s own hands remain inert. Something squeezes and presses in on

her from all sides like a mob of elves risen from the underworld, and she

can’t even collect her thoughts enough to say the Lord’s Prayer. Kerstin’s

lips move, a bright and faint sound forces itself through the thick air, sets

its hooks into Margrete, and pulls at her so that she can move again, but

not of her own will, more like a summoning that she is compelled to

follow.

Marie arrives and breaks the spell with her clacking footsteps and

Margrete’s mug brimming with warm milk. She doesn’t seem to notice

anything unusual, and she thanks Kerstin and sends her out. But when she

gets Margrete out of her dress, she can feel that her smock is soaking with

sweat. She pulls it off as well and hangs it over a chair as she wonders

aloud how Margrete can sweat like that in her drafty chamber. She brings

out new clothes and fastens Margrete’s hair into a bun for the night.

“Drink up,” she says, sitting down beside the bed, “it’ll bring you

sound sleep and good dreams.”

She says the same thing every single night, and she has done so ever

since she became Margrete’s maid five years ago. She was still a child back

then, but she looked like a little adult. Margrete closes her eyes and drinks.

Soon Marie will blow out the candles, wish the guards a good and blessed

night, and go off to her own chamber. Margrete doesn’t want to be alone.

She wants to tell Marie about what happened to her after she talked to

Kerstin, but instead she just cries. Marie interprets it as exhaustion after

the long day. Margrete was out riding Solstice all morning, through the

forest and the bog and back again along the heath. She gently tries to get

Margrete back to bed, to stop crying, singing first an evening psalm, then a



ballad about a woman wouldn’t trade her beautiful dreams for all of the

riches in the world. Tufts of light float through the room, Margrete follows

them with her eyes, but they dissolve in her tears.

Chapter 10

The last of Valdemar’s travel chests are being loaded onto wagons in

the courtyard in front of the castle. Once a wagon is filled it is driven

onward to make way for the next. Margrete stays in her chamber as long as

she possibly can. Marie has to drag her down to say goodbye.

The king is standing in the bed fo a wagon when she appears.

Valdemar’s squire has pulled his horse out of the stable; he can only keep

it still with great difficulty. Drooping and despondent, Margrete takes

shelter from the wind in castle’s main entrance. Marie shoves her forward,

but Margrete won’t give in. She stumbles, finds her footing, and steps back

again in defiance. Valdemar is wearing his chain mail, it rattles as he leans

forward and calls out to her. He raises his voice when she doesn’t respond

the first or the second time, but he bursts into laughter when he realizes

that she is purposefully ignoring him. So he jumps down to her instead

and tries to lift her up, but she goes limp. He kneels, takes hold of her chin,

and forces her to look at him. Neither of them say a word. The blue of her

dress is brings out the color of her eyes. He wraps his arms around her,

clings to her waist, buries his face in her little body. Then he releases her,

climbs back into the wagon, roots around to find something, and turns

back to her with a smile on his face and a fabric bundle in his hands. He

tosses it down to her, she doesn’t lift her hands to catch it, and it lands at

her feet with a soft thump. Not even this arouses his anger. He throws

back his head and howls with laughter, calls to her again, makes silly,



childish faces to try to break her silence, and all of the others start

laughing. Margrete stands silently amidst the laughter, which rushes past

her ears. No one knows how long this farewell will last. Finally the

laughter dies out. Valdemar mounts his horse. Its coat is red and gleaming,

sunlight dances on his spurs, the sky is furiously blue. Margrete slowly

approaches the horse, slips her foot into the stirrup atop his, and with both

hands gripping his saddle, she pulls herself up. Her head doesn’t even

come up to his shoulders, and he bends down to her, so close she can feel

his breath. She keeps her balance by leaning back into the horse’s neck.

She puts a hand against his jaw, his scratchy beard. No tears, only the rigid

self-restraint which she has had such a wealth of opportunity to practice,

but often cannot master. The king holds his breath, takes her hand, and

presses it against his lips. He cries, she nods, he nods back, a thought runs

between them, wraps around itself, a knot, a ring, a noose, a silent pledge

of reunion.

*

She doesn’t pick up the fabric bundle, and when Kerstin places it

next to her plate on the dinner table, she pretends not to see it. She chops

her fish to bits, the white meat practically falling apart. Now only the

waiting remains between her and her departure, a time of cold, white

silence. They don’t speak during the meal, nor when Marie and Kerstin

escort her to her chamber. Kerstin carries the package. Margrete’s hands

are dead, hidden within the blue folds of her dress. Both of the maids stay

by Margrete’s bed after she lies down. Marie coughs and the sound

irritates Margrete. At first she says nothing, but then she draws her

blanket up over her head. Marie thinks she is crying, and she tries to

comfort her with gentle words, but this makes her cough even more.

Margrete motions the maids out of the room, and the package, abandoned

on the bed, lies there until sunrise.



It is wrapped in a worn piece of fabric with an embroidered pattern:

loosely intertwined grapevines, perhaps a piece of an alter cloth. Where it

came from Margrete does not know, and Marie is no help. She just nods

when Margrete points to it: Open your father’s gift.

Margrete gives it a squeeze, sticks a finger into the opening. Soft fur

meets her fingertip. Margrete is in no rush, she takes her time deliberately.

Marie’s curiosity is annoying, Kerstin looks on with her usual,

expressionless face, and Anna has also come to watch. As if it were

abnormal for a father to give his daughter a gift. Margrete wants to throw

them out and open the package alone, but she resists the urge. She

recognizes the skin of the lynx cub immediately. Black velvet has been

sewn onto the underside. The eyes are embroidered with gold, each pupil

is a little stone bead. It is filled with dried peas, the tail stands up in the

back. It no longer resembles any animal she’s ever seen. Marie gasps, Anna

reaches out and caresses it carefully. They don’t say anything, because this

is a bizarre farewell gift to give to one who will soon share a bed with the

king of Norway. An ornament? A talisman? A toy? It would be better if

Brother Markus were there, he would at least have something to say about

it.

Margrete gets out of bed and Marie comes rushing with her

slippers, but she walks across the cold floor with bear feet, the animal in

her arms. She stands beneath the window and then goes back to bed. She

dismisses Marie, Anne, and Kerstin, telling them that she she wants to lie

down a little longer. Lie a little longer? Only the sick do that, and there

doesn’t seem to be a thing wrong with her. Margrete can hear them on the

other side of the door, whispering, flustered, always prepared to make a

big scene out of nothing.

The adorned animal stands off-kilter, its tail stiff, one eye looking

up at the ceiling and the other obliquely at the floor. She doesn’t know who

told Valdemar that she wanted the skin. Who had been watching her in the

hall when the fur traders visited, which mouth offered testimony to her

father about something so insignificant? It couldn’t be Gisela, who can



easily have an audience with the king, because she had left by the time

Valdemar arrived. Certainly not Anna or Marie or the steward or the

servant girl or the traders. She runs through everyone who was in the hall,

straining to remember all the names. The ladies’ faces are glossy and

blurred, their spying eyes remind that she is constantly watched. She

shakes her head and her vision blurs.

Behind her eyelids appear the elf girls, their hair aflame as they cast

their veils into the sky, dissolving as they fall. The beings of the

underworld can see people’s dreams and their sins. They call out to

Margrete, and she both wants and does not want to open her eyes again.

She feels their beauty and their cruelty. She sits up straight on the edge of

the bed, the cold around around her ankles and feet, the smells of the hay

mattress, and the herbs that are strewn across her floor every evening. The

elf people march in a file across the fields, they tread the earth flat outside

the castle walls, they call to her.

“Was it you?” she whispers. “Did you take Kristoffer?”

They elf girls only smile and turn their backs, hideous and hollow.

Margrete covers her face with her hands like a bowl, and she yells for

Marie to come help her get dressed, to get her out of this chamber. But it is

Kerstin who arrives instead. Smock, stockings, dress, shoes. A part down

the middle, two tight braids falling behind her ears, headband and

hairpins adorned with pearls and gemstones. Margrete is repulsed by

Kerstin, and she sees herself from the outside like a dog with its back

arched, its tail between its legs. She doesn’t want to look her maid in the

eye, but she can’t resist. It was a mistake, for now she can’t avert her eyes

from Kerstin’s face.

Suddenly, Kerstin stands before her with the lynx in her hands. She

strokes its back, reaches it out to Margrete, and smiles at her for the first

time. The smile glides gently across her face, through her wide, pink lips,

and Margrete cannot help but return it.

“Anna went to your father before he left,” Kerstin says bluntly. “She

wants him to send me away.”



“Why?”

“She’s gotten an idea into her head.”

“What idea?”

“She thinks I’m a changeling,” Kerstin answers.

“What did he say?” Margrete asks, though she knows the answer

before Kerstin opens her mouth.

“That she’s mistaken, naturally.”

Chapter 11

The castle’s courtyard is constantly aswarm with people, workers,

animals, residents of the castle and the town, but there are no longer any

distinguished guests, no opulent festivities, beautiful horses, sturdy

carriages bearing noble ladies. The great hall is closed off, and the

furniture that Valdemar did not take on his journey is draped in cloth.

They now dine in the smaller room. Margrete keeps her distance from the

abandoned hall, the castle breathes heavily, its exhalations wheeze up the

stone staircases.

There is nothing worthwhile to occupy her time. Brother Markus’s

departure meant the conclusion of her lessons, and needlework and music

must now suffice as diversions, a horseback ride, a game of chess.

Everything is transformed into a gnawing, brooding wait.

The week before her departure, Margrete is transported to

Copenhagen along with Marie and Kerstin. Marie has a fever, but she tries

to hide it. She has bid farewell to her beloved, they will likely never meet

again. Sacrifice is every woman’s fate, Margrete has heard her crying every

night for the past week. Today her face is transparent as a shard of flint.



Whenever the wagon hits a bump, the movement courses through Marie’s

stiff back, her head nods and swings.

The landscape glides by. The forest releases its intense odor, like a

body. The fields are bare. It was a a good year for rye, and now the stalks

stand aimlessly against the sky. Hazelnut, wild apple, bright red rose hip.

Here and there they pass by plague farms, still deserted, like lonely, barren

islands. Every once in a while, little children appear out of nowhere. A

ditch lined with nodding wheat, hills behind, and suddenly they appear

there with their twigs and stones and gaping faces, always filthy and

sunburned, milk crusted around their tiny mouths.

Churches are the only landmarks between the fields and flat

meadowlands. The bell-ringers pull their ropes when they see the royal

carriage, the heavenly chimes from the stone towers sending them onward.

The days are fast growing shorter, bitter cold evenings, the scent of loamy

soil, smoking fireplaces, rotting wood.

Copenhagen greets them with the rattling of a wagon from Sankt

Jørgen’s farm. It has been out collecting donations of grain and vegetables

for the leper colony. Margrete stretches her neck to see the sick, but they

are just small dots on the other side of Ladegården. If you catch leprosy,

you rot from the inside, fingers and toes and noses simply fall off and you

have to cut all ties with the world of the healthy.

The town stinks of urine and excrement, of animal dung, garbage,

and that brown-green fluid that overflowing from the gutters. Margrete

covers her nose and mouth with her hands. Kerstin passes her a piece of

fabric that’s been soaked in lavender water, but it’s not long before the

stench penetrates it.

Gisela Podebusk receives them in Copenhagen, where she has

joined her husband to see the young queen off. The morning after their

arrival, Gisela and her ladies-in-waiting escort Margrete and Kerstin down

to the pier. Marie is ill and she has to stay in bed, and Margrete’s body

aches from the bumping carriage ride, but they insist that she see the ship.

She’s never seen such a huge ship, it seems ostentatious amidst the small



fishing boats. The workers rigging and loading and scrubbing and scouring

allow their hands a moment’s rest to watch Margrete come aboard. On

deck, the captain presents her with an apple. He slices it in two and cuts

away the core with a knife that seems to dance through the white flesh,

juice spilling out over his hands. Bracingly cold against her teeth, at once

sweet and bitter, it is a gift from her husband, a whole basketful have come

on the ship from Oslo. Gisela tastes one too and licks her lips. This fine

fruit apparently grows far up north, and everyone sings the praises of

Akershus.

October sun, a deep, soft sky, warmth sits the pockets of air the

wind does not reach. The captain speaks of the wind, which will carry the

ship’s prized cargo gently through the sound, across the sea, all the way to

the mouth of the fjord. Kerstin stays in the background, as is fitting, but

Margrete can feel her eyes resting on her at all times. When she returns

Kerstin’s gaze it’s as though she is staring at a wall.

Marie still has not risen when they return to the castle, but

Margrete is too tired to ask how she’s doing. She falls asleep as soon as she

lies down. In the morning the lynx cub is lying by her face.

With just two days remaining until Margrete’s departure, Helvig

notifies them that she will visit. She wants to spend a day with her

youngest child before she leaves, because only God knows when they’ll see

each other again. They wait for her all day long, but she does not come. A

priest from the Hospital of the Holy Spirit is called to examine Marie. Only

with a miracle will she able to travel.

The next day Margrete is awoken by Helvig. She sits by the bed,

holding the lynx cub in her arms. Her eyes bulge even more than Margrete

remembers, the furrows are her mouth make her look stern and pained. A

cross made of olivewood from the holy land hangs on a string of black

pearls around Helvig’s neck, and it falls down over lynx’s head. She strokes

Margrete’s hair, leaning in so close that her eyes melt into a single stain

across her face. She speaks without pause while twirling her daughter’s

hair around her fingers, pulling a little too hard.



“God will protect my Margrete on her journey, my little queen, my

pearl. Your father has cast you out of his treasure chest, your father who

wears a cloak of piety to cover his naked, wanton body, who is surely

leaving a trail of whoresons all the way to Avignon, an army of deformed

freaks who’ll laugh him through Purgatory when the time comes. Fear only

God, my little darling. I’ve heard that Saint Birgitta’s daughter will receive

my own Margrete deep in the fjord, the mountains will be so beautiful, the

ice will always melt again, fear nothing, winter, then springtide, then

summer, and over again until death, and your bridal sheets are not even

sewn yet, your body is like closed eyes, a closed mouth, a child in the house

of an adult, they will protect you, fear nothing, follow God.”

“Where is Marie?” asks Margrete.

It’s cold in the room. The fire is dead and no servant girl appears to

blow the embers back to life, only her unknowable mother in that black

dress, that black veil. The darkness raises its hackles and streams out of

the corners, a sad morning, gray clouds resting above them like fur.

“Marie?” Helvig stands with her back to her. “You can’t see the ship

from here.”

“The ship?” Margrete wishes that she hadn’t said anything, for

every word induces Helvig to ramble on about the voyage, horses, the

faithless Valdemar.

“That poor Marie,” Helvig whispers, when she finally turns her face

her daughter sitting in the bed. “That poor, lost Marie, what will become of

her when death carries her off…”

“Is Marie dead?” Margrete tries to push past her mother, but Helvig

grabs her wrist and pulls her back, so that she stumbles and hits her knee

on the floor.

A scream leaves Margrete’s mouth, a dog howls somewhere in the

distance, and a moment later the door bursts open. In come Helvig’s maid,

Kerstin, and one of Gisela’s maids, all crowding into the room. Margrete is

little enough to slip out between the flustered caretakers. She darts down

the hall to Marie’s room and flings open the door. Her breathing is



labored, she coughs in her sleep. Margrete buries her face in Marie’s

blanket and prays in both Danish and Latin, but Marie does not wake. The

room smells of sweat, infection, thyme. Margrete’s tongue swells in her

mouth, a dry taste of fear.

*

The meal is served in the dining hall, a single course on pretty

platters and bowls from Umbria. Green, long-legged birds over a delicate,

yellow background, their necks winding around one another. A gift to

Valdemar from an Italian prince, Helvig explains, now behaving normally

as she talks to Gisela Podebusk. Margrete asks after Marie, who hasn’t

shown up.

“Your maid will come on a merchant ship later in the month,” says

Gisela, “when she is healthy enough to travel, and before the fjord freezes

over.”

Margrete only nods.

“You’ll have Kerstin with you, and there are plenty of good maids

both here and at Akerhus in Oslo” Helvig says, pulling her gently on the

ear. “Marie is strong and God-fearing.”

Margrete nods again. She was hungry, now she is full. The beer is

bitter, and when she holds her glazed clay mug to her mouth the sour foam

prickles her lips.

She goes to Marie’s room one more time. The windows are covered

and the fire is blazing so that the girl can sweat her sickness out

“The Lord is punishing me for my sins,” Marie whispers, smiling in

spite of the seriousness of her words. “I don’t want to go to Norway, and I

must atone for my disobedience.”

Margrete is unaccustomed to hearing Marie talk like this, and she

doesn’t know what to say.

“You’ll just come later,” Margrete says, and her maid closes her

eyes.



It isn’t the plague. Fever and grippe can also kill, but there are more

exceptions. If God is punishing Marie, then it follows that he is watching

over her as well, and Margrete folds her hands to pray. Marie’s arms grope

at the blankets, take hold of Margrete.

“Don’t forget me, when you are queen,” she whispers, and she falls

into another coughing fit.

When Marie’s convulsions have subsided, she pulls Margrete down

to her, kisses her forehead and her cheeks, makes the sign of the cross over

her chest. Someone calls for Margrete, always this shouting through halls,

windows, doorways, gardens. The urge to pretend she doesn’t hear them

always doing battle with her duty to obey. No one ever asks her whether or

not she is ready.

“Father,” she whispers on every step as she slowly descends the

small, stone stairway. A nursery rhyme, a song to link the soul to the body

and the body to the place. “Father, king, Valdemar, father.”

Kerstin stands in shadow at the foot of the stairs. Margrete jumps in

surprise when she notices her.

“You will surely grieve when you receive the news of Marie’s death,”

says Kerstin, “but someday you’ll be happy that I came with you instead.”

Margrete wishes that someone else had heard the maid’s awful words.

“I will never be happy about that,” says Margrete.

“Time will prove me right,” says Kerstin. She has Margrete’s cape

draped over her arm.

“When the day comes that I can make my own decisions, you won’t

be with me for another moment,” Margrete whispers

Kerstin merely holds the cape out toward Margrete, and though she

would rather slap it out of her ugly hands, Margrete turns and lets the

maid help her put it on.



Chapter 12

The moon stands above the horizon, mother of pearl in the shell of

the night. Waves beat against the side of the ship. Margrete couldn’t get

any food down, and she came up on deck for fresh air. The snow white

seagulls that flew low over the ship in the evening light are gone now, their

screams replaced by the creaking of the rigging, the wind that makes the

sails go taut and then slack again, the rolling, gurgling sound of the water,

bearing them onward.

She was happy when she found out that Henning Podebusk would

accompany her on the journey. The moon hasn’t been as big as it is tonight

since the day Kristoffer got sick. Podebusk rests his hands on the railing.

His condition for joining her was that they shorten the trip by sailing

through the nights. There is no danger in it, they are sailing along the

coast: a dark, outstretched body, sporadic fires in the night. The wind

makes her nose run, the salt like tears in her nostrils, the sea finds its way

into her body. Deep under them the fish and sea creatures sleep, the

mermaids rest their heads on stones, the sea-cows have stopped their

grazing and they nibble seaweed in their sleep. All that life, unaffected by

the deaths or relocations of those above. The foam churning around the

hull almost looks as if there were something in the depths, a light shining

from below. Podebusk places his hand atop Margrete’s

“I sail all the time,” he said, “I hardly think about it anymore.”

She doesn’t believe him. Everyone must think about sailing, over

the ice cold water, over the drowned sailors and the ships that have

vanished without warning. To sail in the day, in sunshine and gentle

breezes, she could become accustomed to that. But this vast darkness, this

feeling of being a grain of sand that could all to easily sink to the bottom

and merge with millions of other grains of sand, never again to be seen by

human eyes. Only by fish eyes, empty and flat and round. The giant

Draugen sailing around in his flimsy boat like the ghost of a drowned



sailor, all covered in seaweed and foam, swallowing ships and people

whole.

Her father has sent her away even though she would rather stay.

The plague and the sea. Dangers are everywhere. She knows the Lord’s

Prayer just like everyone else, and she knows that God is watching over

them all, collecting His souls, but she would very much like to remain on

earth for a long time yet. Brother Markus wished for her that her new

teacher’s love of God would be reflected in his love of wisdom. Margrete

herself just wishes that she could be with the people she knows for a little

longer. She is homesick and she hasn’t even arrived. If Marie were there

then Margrete would have told her, and Marie though would not have had

any special words to console her, she would have stroked Margrete’s hair.

Kerstin stands behind Margrete. She is her maid, but she acts like

her shadow. Margrete remembers what Kerstin said about Marie’s

imminent death, and she makes the sign of the cross. If it turns about to be

true, she will have to tell the priest in Akershus about it. If it doesn’t, she’ll

tell him all the same. The sweet feeling of avenging an injustice. Far off, a

cluster of ripples forms on the the water’s surface in the shape of an oval.

The moon disappears behind a cloud and emerges again, big and white

and pregnant. Soon it will split into two once more, hiding half its face

while it gives birth to new stars. She casts another glance over her

shoulder at Kerstin. When the moon is out, Kerstin rocks with the boat in

and out of the light, which draws its dapples on her skin. Her skin turns to

fish scales, her hair lies like gills across her throat and cheeks.

When I disembark in Oslo, I will no longer be a child, Margrete

thinks, and she pats Henning Podebusk’s hand before withdrawing her

own from beneath it.

“I’m going to bed,” she says, and he gives her a slight, good-natured

bow.

Kerstin follows her, but they don’t exchange a word.

*



Margrete doesn’t remember what her husband looks like. She says

this to Henning Podebusk as the ship approaches the pier, and he laughs.

They’ve spoken of many things during the trip, things of greater and lesser

seriousness. He has interrogated her, as if to plumb the depths of her

knowledge, and as far as she can tell, he is satisfied.

The sun reappears in the final stretch through the fjord, shining

wild and white. Kerstin says that it’s time to get ready for the arrival, but

Margrete insists on standing at the railing for far too long. The seabirds

are her bridesmaids, the waves dash gemstones against the hull of the

ship. The wind has tangled her hair and Kerstin isn’t gentle with the comb.

Tears rise to Margrete’s eyes and she dries them with the back of her hand.

Kerstin fastens cloves in her hair to keep the lice away, braids her hair with

a bright red silken ribbon. She works nervously, and only when Magrete’s

hair is done does she become calm again. Margrete’s childish face, her thin

skin flushed by the wind, will soon be painted as an adult: white pigment

mixed with rosewater, cheeks dabbed with tincture of angelica. Her

eyebrows are still faint enough that Kerstin leaves them be, but in the

future she’ll pluck them, just as all noblewomen do, though she will let her

own grow wild. In a few years, when Margrete moves into the marriage

bed, Kerstin will use the same wooden tweezers to move her hairline father

up, to make her forehead look higher.

A smock, a thin woolen dress, and last, the stiff and costly brocade

gown, woven with gold thread which will make her sparkle in the light.

Her stockings are scratchy and they buckle at the ankles. Kerstin shushes

her and makes a biting comment about Margrete’s thin legs, which

silences her. She tightens the garters so much that they must be retied at

Margrete’s insistence. Kerstin cannot berate her outright, but she can

insinuate, bend her, make her understand that today is not about her.

Atop the thin, linen veil lies a pretty, dark blue, silk cloth, and atop that

her delicate golden crown. Kerstin holds it in her hands, reaches it toward



Margrete so that they can both see the stones that run all the way around it

like drops of blood.

“A crown of thorns,” says Margrete.

Kerstin shakes her head and presses the crown into places.

“Nonsense,” she says, “Jesus was tortured, you’re being honored.”

Margrete laughs so hard that the crown almost tumbles off of her head.

Kerstin looks away, she had not meant it in jest but as a rebuke. Margrete’s

eyes fill with tears. From laughing, she says.

Golden rings, a necklace with a cross of crystal and precious stones,

a rosary of ivory beads, carved with tiny cherub faces and flower buds.

Margrete lifts her arms so that Kerstin can tie her belt around her waist,

fasten her purse and her amber-handled knife. Last come her shoes, new

and stiff, the top layer of leather perforated in a flower pattern. Margrete

has her new wardrobe, the chests are stuffed full, but neither her bed nor

her table made it into the cargo hold. It is her husband’s duty provide for

her furniture, but at the wedding no one made mention Norway’s poverty,

nor how, as rumor has it, Håkon inherited nothing but silverware and

tablecloths when his mother died that summer. It is a difficult thing to be

king in hard times.

Several years before Margrete was born, the plague arrived to

Bergen aboard a ship from England, and the devastation was even worse

than in Denmark. In some places settlements are still sitting abandoned,

and the kingdom’s tax collections have fallen drastically, while military

expenses have only continued to increase. It’s hard to see a way out of this

dilemma, but today the focus is on the reunion of the royal couple on the

pier near Akershus.

It is biting cold, though the sun is shining vigorously from its blue,

blue bed. The oat-gray moon has also made an appearance despite it being

daytime, it presses itself flat against the vault of the sky to conceal its

curiosity. Margrete looks up to it as the city grows nearer. She has seen the

crowd awaiting her, more than a hundred have shown up. Henning

Podebusk stands at her side, she leans against his warmth. Always these



splendid clothes, feathered hats, jewelled rings to match his cape and

tunic. He squints into the sharp light, raises his hand to the block the sun,

and brings his fist down upon the railing in satisfaction.

“He’s come,” he says, “your husband, Håkon the Sixth, King of

Norway and Sweden, has come in person.”

Margrete had been warned that Håkon might not be there. She is

familiar with the busyness of kings, and she didn’t think anything of it. He

has not one but two kingdoms to govern: he has been the king of Norway

since he was a child, and over the past few years he has also reigned over

Sweden alongside his father. All the same, Margrete feels a spark of pride

at the thought that this person who she doesn’t even know is awaiting her

arrival. It seems as if the waves are pushing in the opposite direction, and,

though Margrete doesn’t know what she is yearning for, she is bursting

with impatience. Podebusk looks down at Margrete and puts his arm

around her.

“You have your father’s strength, Margrete,” he whispers, “your

mother’s stubbornness, and your intelligence from God himself.”

A smile comes to her face. He has often teased her in this way,

poking fun and making her greater in jest than she truly is. But this time

he is not laughing. He takes her by the hand.

“You know where to find me,” he says, “even after I leave for

Copenhagen in a few days.”

Margrete curtsies. Suddenly, the memory comes to her of Håkon’s

parents standing in St. Mary’s Cathedral in Copenhagen on the day they

made their vows. In her imagination, his mother, Queen Blanka, grows all

the way up to the vaulted ceiling. Famed for her beauty, she didn’t wear a

head covering like other married women do. Her eyes burned, setting fire

to her provocative hair, a red braid tinged with gray fell over her breast.

This moment feels more magnificent than anything Margrete can

remember from her wedding. With a bump, the ship is moored and the

gangway attached.



The wind howls, tugs on kerchiefs and clothes, tears a lid off of the

earth, spewing noise forth. Voices, barking dogs, laughing musicians

approaching with their lutes and whistles, a jester juggling polished

wooden balls. The air is thick with salted fish and tar. Margrete’s stomach

is uneasy after the journey at sea, and for a moment she feels nauseous in

front of all these eyes, but she straightens her back and walks toward her

husband.

She is a child, Håkon, a young man of twenty-three, is not. She

could have sworn she’d never seen him before. His eyes are brighter than

any eyes she has seen before, his eyelashes and eyebrows and hair like

straw. She casts her eyes to the ground, as etiquette dictates, but not for

long, she has to look at him, she can’t help it. A dark yellow tunic

decorated with a wide border of red brocade, pants the same red color. A

moss-green cloak lined with ermine, a short, hooded cape, and tall, shiny

hunting boots tied up the sides. From his belt hangs a dagger, its handle

adorned with jewels, a thick purse, and an ornamental sword. He reaches

his hand out to her, and suddenly she doesn’t know whether she should

kiss is, curtsy, or just take it. She chooses the latter, and a smile rises up

through his narrow face, lingering in his eyes. He pulls her closer. She is

only slightly taller than his elbow. He guides her arm in under his and

starts walking.

“Did they give you anything to eat in Denmark?” he says, and she

can hear in his voice that he is still smiling.

A swarm of eyes, mouths half-covered by hands that hide whispers

and laughter. Flowers of purple, blue, and pink, twigs with orange leaves,

hands holding bowls and platters full of cloudberries, gleaming

lingonberries, luscious apples, light yellow and red. All the way along the

harborfront and up to the castle the people have formed a living, thronging

alleyway, it breathes with one mouth, blows the royal couple onward

toward the entry gates of the Virgin’s Tower. The drawbridge is lowered

and covered with colored pennants, the bustling courtyard is redolent of

roasted meat and beer and wine like freshly drawn blood.



They sit side by side at the table in the hall. With so much to look at,

it’s hard to focus on the meal: the guests she does not know, people of the

court, knights and squires, the decorated porcelain, silver goblets,

tapestries with biblical scenes so lifelike and colorful that Margrete can’t

take her eyes way from them. They don’t exchange many words, but

Margrete strives to do things correctly. Small movements: her knife slices

through the exact middle of each piece of meat, her hand brings it to her

mouth slowly, not revealing any trace of hunger. She drinks only the thin

beer, declines the sedating wine.

Sounds slush around her like mud, she is a little fish at the bottom

of the sea.

First come the musicians, then the fire-eaters in their tight green

and red suits, then a man with bells around his neck who can make a bear

dance. Evening draws in and the cold creeps up under her skirts. When

Margrete goes to the latrine, she sits with her hands over her ears as she

pees, and she stays there much longer than she needs to, dizzy and

disoriented and almost in a state of shock.

The light vanishes, torchlights flutter along the castle wall. Håkon

turns to his bride and smiles to her the same way he did when they met on

the pier.

“You’re tired,” he says.

She nods. He has a wide mouth, and when he laughs, his lips look

as if they’ve been rubbed with berries. They begin a tour of the castle. She

wants to see everything, and a large retinue flocks noisily behind them.

Håkon speaks in a quiet voice, tells her about how his father had the castle

built and the archives moved from Bergen to Oslo, about his parents and

sisters, who died so young that he cannot remember them, about a

powerful island monastery in the Oslo fjord and the monks there, with

whom it is absolutely essential to maintain good relations, about

mountains and grouse hunting, about falcons and horses, soldiers’

barracks and dungeon prisons and the castle’s kitchens. Margrete strains

to seem interested. He follows her right into her bedroom, talking all the



while, but then he suddenly grows quiet. They stand at the window and he

points to various places along the fjord. The sea glitters in the distance,

ships are violent shadows beneath a jagged evening sky.

He points to the bed, though it’s hard to miss it. He kneels beside it,

knocks on it, the frame and legs of carved wood, leaves and deer and

pomegranates. He lifts the mattresses to show how the frame is bound

with strong cords. She nods at everything he says, an odd performance, for

though the bed is an improvement from the one she had in her childhood

room, it’s still just a bed. The first mattress is straw, then wool, then down.

He tells her about the fabrics, woven with stripes of red and blue, made by

the castle’s own weaver, highly skilled, exquisite work. Linen sheets,

woolen blankets, quilts stuffed with feathers. Her pillow bulges with goose

down, the wine-red blanket is lined with bearskin and decorated with a

hunting scene of a woman on horseback.

“Do you like to hunt?” he asks, somewhat out of breath, as he rises

back to his feet.

She smiles.

“I won’t know until I’ve tried it,” she answers, “but I do love

watching the hunting horses, and riding.”

He looks away. A little girl can’t join hunting parties, that much is

obvious.

“And watching falcons being trained,” she adds, and his face lights

up again.

Tomorrow he will show her the castle’s birds, beautiful and proud

creatures, a chalk-white hunting falcon he got from Iceland. Remarkably,

it doesn’t change color in the summer, as if it were carved of ice and snow,

king of the birds of winter. Then he whistles, and a short, dark-haired

woman pushes her way out of the crowd with a wooly little clump in her

arms. A puppy, with dappled fur and a pointed snout. Its pink tongue is

soft and warm against Margrete’s face and neck, and for the first time

since she has set foot on Norwegian soil, she laughs.



“To keep you company,” says Håkon, laughing as well, “he doesn’t

have a name yet, so you can call him whatever you like.”

He makes the signal that he is ready to take his leave, and the crowd

of people pulls back. Håkon stops in the doorway, his hair showered in

evening light. He stands still and regards Margrete, who is busy trying to

keep hold of the puppy.

“As long as you don’t call him Håkon,” he says with a smile.

Margrete puts the puppy down on the floor. It nips at her skirt. She

smiles back at him. His voice is gentle, he seems sad somehow. She nods,

makes a face like a soldier taking orders from his lord, and he winks to her

before turning to leave.

Kerstin is crouched down by the dog, and it looks her in the eyes

when she speaks to it, as if it understood what she was saying.

“Lie down,” she says.

The puppy rests its head on its front paws. Margrete rubs its back

and her tears start to fall. Kerstin notices, but only once Margrete has been

helped out of her clothes and is lying in bed does she say anything.

“You’ll have plenty of time to get used to it here,” she says, resting

her hand on Margrete’s leg. Margrete is not accustomed to Kerstin

touching her. She closes her eyes and slides farther down beneath the

blankets.

“And to him,” Kerstin adds as she smothers the fire in the hearth

with ashes, “I’ve never heard of a bride who didn’t get a little homesick.”

The noise in the courtyard dies out, snatches of laughter, seabirds

screaming the night in. The puppy whimpers in its sleep. Kerstin goes off

to her bed. Margrete is dizzy with fatigue, but sleep does not come.

Someone has taken the lynx cub out of her chest and placed it on her bed.

The moon slips in through a crack in the thick canopy surrounding her

bed. The light glints in stone eyes of the lynx, chops off one of Margrete’s

hands, leaves the other alone.



Chapter 13

The white falcon will have to wait. Håkon was summoned to

Sweden and he left early in the morning. He is to meet with his father, no

one knows when he will return. Margrete sleeps late, and she doesn’t get to

say farewell to her husband. Kerstin sits on her narrow bed by the door

with the puppy lying between her feet. It looks up at the maid inquisitively

when Margrete calls to it. Kerstin lifts the dog up between the bed’s

curtains, withdraws, brings Margrete’s slippers from the hearth to the bed,

gets her ready for the day without saying a word.

Margrete tries out a number of names for the dog, and in the end

she calls him Bo. This brings a brief smile to Kerstin’s face, but after a

moment she is as expressionless as ever.

They have an appointment with Margrete’s future court mistress,

Merete Ulvsdatter, who will also serve as her teacher. She has been waiting

all morning in the great hall with her daughter Ingegerd, who is a few

years younger than Margrete, and who will also be her companion once

they both move to Akershus. The plan had been for Margrete to come to

Norway a year from now, and although Merete Ulvsdatter had been willing

to assumed her position at court, she did it on the condition that she not

start until next summer. In the coming year, Margrete must make do with

Håkon’s staff and a canon from St. Mary’s Church, where her new

confessor, Father Jon, is also a priest. Everyone knows that it isn’t an ideal

arrangement, but at least she has her own maid. It was Henning Podebusk

who’d insisted that Margrete be permitted to sleep in after the wearying

journey. Kerstin just does as she as told, and she has been sitting by her

side since dawn. Margrete herself knows nothing of what has been

arranged on her behalf.

The castle feels empty and abandoned now that Håkon has left with

his retinue. The staff walk this way and that in silence through the



courtyard. Margrete observes them from an open window. The air is dank

and raw, beer is brewed and bread is baked, sour wafts of yeast and grain,

smoke from the kitchens is a sausage of carded wool which melds with the

light gray sky. The cold reaches out for them from the stone walls as

Margrete walks through the castle with Kerstin and the dog, but

everything is clean and orderly.

Merete Ulvsdatter is Saint Birgitta’s daughter. Now middle-aged,

she was widowed before remarrying the nobleman Knut Algotsson.

Despite their wealth, she dresses almost like a nun. And yet, the

pearl-studded pin that holds her kerchief in place and her many golden

rings set with precious stones reveal an affection for things of this world.

Her mother looked after Håkon’s mother, Blanka of Namur, the queen

with the uncovered hair, when she first came to Norway long ago.

Ulvsdatter does not stand when Margrete comes in, followed by Bo and

Kerstin. She doesn’t say a word, merely extending her hand for Margrete

to kiss. Ingegerd sits on the bench with her mother, and only when Bo pees

on the floor in front of the high table does laughter spread across her face.

The animal is carried off. Henning Podebusk passes Margrete a plate of

flatbread and cheese, but she isn’t hungry.

“A dog as a wedding gift,” Merete Ulvsdatter says as she brushes the

tiniest crumb off of her chest, “well let us hope that it’s as faithful to its

owner as a wife ought to be to her husband.”

Her eyes lie like almond-shaped eggs in a nest of wrinkles. She

always seems to be focused on a point just a little behind Margrete.

“When I move to Akerhus, we will wake up for Prime,” says

Ulvsdatter, her gaze finally resting on Margrette, “and until you grow up

and assume more responsibilities in the keeping of the castle, we will go to

mass three times per day: Prime, Sext, and Vespers. Here in the castle in

the morning and evening, and in St. Mary’s Church at midday.

“Valdemar’s daughter has received a proper upbringing at home,”

Henning Podebusk says, and he spits out a piece of sheep milk cheese onto



the knife that he holds in front of his mouth. “Brother Markus, who has

provided the girl’s education, is currently with Valdemar in Avignon.”

“You are so young,” says Ulvsdatter, reaching out toward Margrete,

“you look like a ten-year-old, which at least gives us some time to mold you

before you join your husband in the marriage bed.”

Margrete’s eyes meet Ulvsdatter’s for a brief moment.

Podebusk stands and extends both of his hands.

“Lady Merete will come to learn,” he laughs, “that the young queen

can be just as literal and forthright as Lady Merete herself.”

“It seems that we are more old-fashioned here than in Valdemar’s

court,” she says, “but firmness and discipline will give way to gentleness,

just as the buds spring forth from a twig once the tree has been pruned.”

Margrete dares not sit down. Though Ulvsdatter is speaking

metaphorically, it sounds like a reprimand. Podebusk doesn’t seem to

notice. He fastens his knife to his belt, rises from his place at the table, and

puts both of his hands on Margrete’s shoulders. He stands still for a

moment, squeezes down to her upper arms before he lets her go. Margrete

wants to say something to his back as he walks away from her. To remind

Valdemar not to forget her, that he should come back soon.

Kerstin returns without the puppy. Podebusk nods to her as they

cross paths and she curtsies and bows her neck. Margrete watches her as

she straightens herself again. Her eyes meet Margrete’s. They look pitch

black in the light, which shines from behind her. She smiles, narrow and

unexpected, just a twitch of the left cheek, a flash from the maid to the

queen.



Chapter 14

Håkon won’t be back until mid-December. Bo is Margrete’s

constant companion, she finds comfort in holding his warm body close.

But at night he sleeps beside Kerstin’s bed, and Margrete has to settle for

the lynx cub. Though she is never alone, she feels distant and lonely. The

winter is so harsh, the darkness is brutal, often lasting all day long. Kerstin

has lost weight, her dresses are like sacks around her. The fjord freezes

over and breaks apart again with loud groans. The meager sun spreads

over the ice in merciful strokes of shimmering pink and gold.

In the castle’s chapel there is a side-altar for Saint Kristoffer.

Margrete fills with happiness when she sees it for the first time. It’s like a

sign from her brother, as if he were telling her not to lose heart. Saint

Kristoffer stands with a child in his arms. It as if the statue were

illuminated from within, and Margrete wishes that she could reach up and

touch his red cloak. His eyes are so lifelike, with green rings around the

pupils and black lashes and eyebrows painted on. At first, Saint Kristoffer

served the devil, but then he turned to Christ and helped wayfarers cross a

river. One night, he carried a little child across on his shoulders, and then

his staff blossomed with thousands of sweet smelling roses, for the child

was the King of Heaven himself. Now he is one of the Fourteen Holy

Helpers who receive everyone’s prayers and relay them to God. Margete

prays for him to ensure that both Håkon and Valdemar return safely

home, wherever in the world they may be.

She misses Kristoffer and she thinks of him every day. His laughter,

his teasing, the smell of wool and salt in his hair when he would come

home to Vordingborg after a long absence. Sometimes she can hear his

voice so clearly that it’s as if were standing by her side. Little sparrow, he

says. Never anything else. The first time she heard it she was terrified, but

wish time she came to long to hear his voice. Whenever she hears him, she

answers with a whistle. On heavy, lonely days in her new home, she

pretends that Kristoffer is still out there in the world, that he will soon set



sail for Akershus. He will come despite the cold, his ship will cleave the ice,

and he will land on the frozen dock with cheeks red as raspberries and

breath rising like smoke. His blue eyes will squint in the winter sun as she

comes running. He will bend his knees and spread his arms to greet her,

she will bury her face in his cape, and he will ask: Why are you crying? I’m

here now.

This daydream is a layer of ice around a cluster of bitter berries, it

keeps the full force of sorrow away until she is alone in her bed at night,

finally able to let her tears flow free. When she cries, the darkness draws

closer around her bed, the sounds of night nudge her into a world of

sightless scents: stone and straw, herbs, rosewater, fur.

*

Margrete sits to Håkon’s right as the Christmas feast is carried in.

The smell of spiced sausages blends with the sharp odor of rakfisk, of pea

soup and soft lutefisk, pork chops, and the thin, crispy bread that’s been

hanging to dry in the kitchens. The butter is soft and white, the cabbage

looks the same as back home, only smaller, but the chopped-open, smoked

head of a lamb is something she has never seen before. Håkon offers her

the eye, which she dutifully accepts, chewing it up before swallowing. He

smiles, pleased, and passes her a piece of pork rib dipped in cranberry

sauce. He shows her the same reserved kindness as when she arrived, but

she can tell that he is sick with fatigue. The first day he hardly speaks a

word. But he smiles at the name that Margrete has given the dog.

“Is this the nobleman Bo Jonsson Grip?” he asks, pulling the dog by

the ears, “member of the Swedish council? Sweden’s largest landowner,

and the rebellious fiend trying to steal the Swedish throne from my father

and me?”

Margrete laughs along with him, though she can hear the real

bitterness in his words. She hadn’t known about the name, so she doesn’t

feel stupid. Håkon becomes quiet again. His skin is dry and pallid, he



barely resembles the young man who greeted her on the pier just a few

months ago.

She leans into his silence, listens to his breathing, the knife cutting

the crisp skin of the meat, the sound of drinking, the way he scratches his

hair. His men and his servants eat in silence. Only after they’ve consumed

their strong ales does boisterous talk and sporadic laughter arise. Håkon

doesn’t react to it, he only sits lost in thought, picking at his food, at his

wedding ring, at the borders along the sleeves of his tunic.

They go to midnight mass together. Håkon offers her his arm, and

Margrete walks by her husband’s side. On Christmas Eve, Valdemar and

Kristoffer always stuck a knife into the doorframe, an old tradition said to

ward off evil. As holy as it is, the night of Jesus’s birth is also haunted by

evil spirits. On Christmas Eve, animals can speak and the souls of the dead

are known to visit. Håkon apparently thinks nothing of these dangers as he

walks, slow and stooped, along the shoveled path through the snow. It is

overcast and ice cold, and Margrete’s feet are freezing even though she’s

covered from head to toe in fur and wool. The church beckons to her with

its warm glow. Candlesticks stand in all the windows, beating the darkness

back.

At the doorway he lets go of her arm so that she and Kerstin can

join the women. She recognizes some of the faces among the crowd, but

she only knows a few of their names. She thinks about her previous

Christmas masses, about Valdemar and Kristoffer, and the way the castle

hall back home was transformed into a cavern of light and merriment

when the fast ended and they celebrated the birth of baby Jesus. Tears rise

to her eyes. She lets them fall without wiping them away. The saints’

golden cloaks sparkle in the candlelight, an ornate doll has been placed in

a crib by the altar, and nuns have come in from the nearby cloisters to sing

like angels in the night.

Håkon waits out in front of the church, drinking with a group of

noblemen. Margeret is certain that she’s never met them before. They

greet her, their lips spreading in derisive smiles. Håkon seems not to



notice, and he offers her his arm so she won’t slip on the ice. Her face

burns with shame, for she is suddenly certain that the whole town is

laughing at her behind her back. Laughing at the child queen with her

full-grown husband. At the girl who was still lying in her cradle when he

donned his first suit of armor.

After the holiday, Håkon insists on not receiving guests for several

days. He is the king and he can do as he pleases, though Margrete

imagines that there must be a lot of people who need to speak to him.

Valdemar would never shut his door like that, he always received the

people who requested his audience.

The second day after Håkon’s return, she asks him about his trip.

For a moment it seems as though he hasn’t understood the question, but

then he smiles, affectionate but patronizing, and tells her a pointless story

about seeing bear tracks in the snow. The kind of story one tells to a child.

She clenches the fabric of her dress beneath the table.

The king’s taster had to order a special stool for her the first week

she was at Akershus because her feet couldn’t reach the floor. Bo has

gotten too big to sit with her on the bench, and now he has to lie under the

table.

“You never got to show me the white falcon,” she says, “you were

gone by the time I woke up.”

A moment passes before he answers her. Then he lifts his mug in a

toast.

“Are you interested in the affairs of the kingdom?” he asks.

Her throat pounds with happiness. She nods.

“Yes,” she answers, “there are may things I’d like to understand, but

no one will explain them to me.”

*

There is unrest in Sweden, there has been for a long time. Håkon

doesn’t to speak of it, but he feels a certain obligation to tell Margrete the



truth. Håkon was crowned king as a four year old. They sit in his chamber

and eat dried fruits and nuts as he tells her about it. He raises his goblet

and laughs.

“They had a party and tied strips of fabric around my head to hold

the gold crown in place. I looked like someone who had been wounded in

battle, which made me feel proud.”

Margrete smiles, though she doesn’t find it funny. The joy that that

little boys derive from imagining themselves to be warriors has always

seemed foolish to her.

“Why didn’t your mother cover her hair the way other married

women do?” she asks, because she’s been wondering about it ever since

their wedding.

The question seems to surprise him. He hesitates to reply. She

knows from people at court that he had a close bond with his mother.

“She was always famed for her beauty, even as a child in Namur.

Her hair was wild, the color of fox fur. She used to say: If the flowers can

bloom and delight the world with their colors, why should I cover the

crown nature put atop my head?”

Margrete says nothing.

“My father wasn’t afraid of her,” he goes on, “he didn’t fear his

wife’s bare head, nor did he fear anyone’s sanctimonious disapproval.”

They sit in silence for a while, but then Håkon suddenly laughs, and

Margrete laughs along with him, though she doesn’t know what is so

amusing.

“Imagine,” he says, when their laughter subsides, “I was almost

married to someone else. Did you know that?”

Margrete’s face blushes red and she can’t meet his eyes. She is only

a child, with no feelings for her husband. She hardly even knows him, but

all the same, his words are humiliating. Håkon sees her unease, and he

puts a hand on her arm. She forces herself to look up at him.

“No one told me that,” she says, “but I want to know about

everything that concerns my life.”



Håkon takes his hand away from her arm and nods, as if only just

realizing that her own life might be a souce of interest to her.

“When my brother Erik died shortly after our engagement, my

father lost interest in you, and he thought he could find a smarter match

for me,” he says, without taking his eyes off her.

She swallows loudly and wonders if he could hear it. He tilts his

head. His smile is kind, there is nothing belittling in it.

“Not that the girl would be smarter,” he says, “I have no idea about

that. I just meant that my father…”

“I know what you meant,” Margrete interrupts.

“The Swedish noblemen are constantly threatening to rebel against

us, and my father was in need of a bulwark against them. So he decided

that our engagement should be annulled, and I was engaged with Lady

Elisabeth of Holstein instead. The agreement was that her brother would

be pledged Kalmar Castle as collateral in exchange he promised to provide

military assistance to my father.”

Håkon stretches and yawns. Margrete keeps her eyes fixed on him,

waits for him to continue, but he says nothing more. He finishes his wine

and signals that he is ready to take his leave.

“You have to tell me the rest,” Margrete says, and she grabs his arm

as he stands up.

He looks at her for a moment, his face expressionless, but then his

smile returns, teasing at first, then gentle. He sits back down. She says she

knows he is tired.

“In 1361, your father conquered Øland, and then the city of Visby on

Gotland. The Hanseatic League retaliated with a trade embargo against

Denmark. At the request of the Swedes, an alliance was formed between

Sweden and Norway and the Hanseatic League in order to retake Scania

from your father. My father and I would provide knights and weapons, and

the Hanse would get two thirds of Scania and all of the income that those

lands generated until their expenses from the campaign were covered. In

return, the Hanse would bring warships, mercenary soldiers, and modern



weapons to the field. Eventually, Henrik of Holstein and your father’s

brother-in-law, the Duke of Schleswig, joined our alliance against

Denmark. The Swedish noblemen backed the agreement, but they wanted

my father to hand over certain castles to the Hanse as collateral. When he

refused…”

Håkon shakes his head and falls silent. Margrete is impatient with

all his pauses. She still hasn’t gotten an answer to what she wanted to

know: Why did Håkon marry her in the end, and not the girl from

Holstein? She feels an urgent need to understand it all. Håkon is lost in his

thoughts, and she can’t take it anymore. She whistles, and he looks up. Bo

lifts his ears and returns to his slumber.

“Did you whistle at me?” Håkon asks with a hardness which she

hasn’t seen before.

That is exactly what she did, but she shakes her head. She points at

the dog, whistles again, and claps her hands, exaggeratedly calling him

over to her. Her efforts inspire no response from Bo, which amuses Håkon.

“Can’t you tell me the rest?” she asks.

He nods vacantly, yawning again. He’s forgotten where he was, so

she prompts him: “What happened with your father?”

“We threw him in jail,” Håkon says, a little too loudly, throwing his

hands into the air. He watches her through squinting eyes, waiting for a

reaction. But Margrete takes pains to reveal nothing.

“Along with the Swedish noblemen, I threw him in jail, and I took

his place as king. It was an intolerable situation, and the discord between

us did not last long. My father was released, and a group of the noblemen

were expelled from the country. The previous summer, a Hanseatic fleet

launched an attack on Danish ships in the Sound. Your father was

celebrating your sister Ingeborg’s marriage to Henrik of Mecklenburg

while my father was on his way toward Helsingborg with his army. After

the wedding, your father responded with a surprise attack from across the

Sound. What should have put an end to the Danish advance ended as a



major defeat for us, and your father pushed farther up into Småland,”

Håkon says.

“And the engagement?” she asks. Bo pushes his snout into her

hand, and his back leg twitches as she scratches it.

“Your father entered into a truce with the Hanseatic League, and

eventually my father joined their pact as well. In the meantime, Lady

Elisabeth of Holstein and I had been married by proxy, and her family in

Holstein knew well that my father’s interest in the match would likely

waver under these new circumstances, so they were very eager to get her

up here. Even though the sailing season had been over for months, Lady

Elisabeth was sent off by ship. As you know, the sea is dangerous during

the winter months. A storm blew the bridal ship off course, and the lady

had to be rescued when it ran around on Bornholm. That is was within the

jurisdiction of the Danish Archbishop, and he arrested her and declared

our union invalid, a violation of the laws of the church, because I was

already engaged to you.”

Håkon looks at her inquiringly, as if to say: Do you understand? She

nods. She’s forgotten all about Bo, who reminds them of his presence with

a loud bark, which makes them both laugh.

“And that,” Håkon continues, “gave Magnus an excuse to openly

switch sides and support your father. You and I could be married, and

Valdemar got his way, as he so often does. It suited him wonderfully to

have the royal houses of both Sweden and Norway dependent on him to

keep the Swedish noblemen in check. But I assume you’re familiar with

that side of your father?

Margrete isn’t sure how to answer this, but she dislikes hearing

Håkon say her father’s name. It sounds like he doesn’t like him. Håkon

stands up, and this time it’s clear that he means to take his leave.

“Thank you for explaining all of this to me,” she says, when he his

back is to her.

He turns part way around to look at her, clenches his fists, winks,

laughs.



*

Margrete constantly has to restrain herself so that she won’t seem

too brash, and so she won’t wear on Håkon’s patience. But still, she takes

every single opportunity to ask him about something new. Soon he will be

leaving Akershus again, and the all-consuming silence will return. A few

days after their conversation about the engagement, they sit in his

chamber again. Margrete hopes that he’ll start to explain the affairs of the

kingdom on his own, but he speaks only of the came of checkers on the

table between them, which is of little interest to her. She takes it upon

herself to ask him instead: “What’s happening in Sweden now?”

Håkon leans back his head. The wine is strong and sweet. Margrete

hasn’t touched it, but her husband has become heavy-headed. Gone is the

shyness she had felt in him when she first arrived in Oslo, and in the days

after he returned for Christmas. He tends to address her as one would a

child, but when she asks about politics, he explains things to her as he

would to anyone else who lacked knowledge, but not ability.

“The Swedish noblemen were displeased by our marriage,” he says,

still looking up at the ceiling, “they consider your father to be a threat, and

rightly so. They were even more displeased when I named my father

co-regent, after those things I told you about...”

He moves a piece, Margrete wins, and he smiles at the satisfaction

on her face. Bo is curled up under the table. Håkon makes some

inconsequential comment about him. That he is faithful dog. That he’s

glad she appreciates his gift. Beneath his words is a darkness, something

unravelling.

“What’s happening in Sweden now?” Margrete says, repeating her

question.

“I think,” he says, pausing for a long time. “I think it’s simpler when

the crown is passed from father to son, as opposed to this eternal

uncertainty. Electing a sovereign is a burden for everyone. People busy



themselves trying to ensure their own interests instead of thinking about

what’s best for the kingdom.”

“Why is it different when royal power is inherited?” she asks.

“Because it brings predictability and a level of stability to internal

affairs. Especially if the sovereign looks to the Lord for guidance and

doesn’t always have to fawn over the noblemen to maintain their support.

A sovereign knows what is best for his kingdom and the people who live

there. He has traveled to many different realms and he has seen more than

the noblemen have.

They sit in silence for a long time. She hasn’t gotten an answer to

her question about Sweden. She tries to say something, but her words trip

over one another. Håkon shakes his head, but she won’t let it go.

“I may be a child,” she says, her voice calm again, “but I am also

your wife. I have a right to know what’s going on.”

Kerstin has come in to get the dog, and she remains in the room

longer than necessary. Though her movements are nearly soundless, her

presence is intrusive to Margrete. On several occasions she has felt her

forehead grow as soft as a snake egg when Kerstin is near, as if the maid

could look inside her, could grab hold of her thoughts.

“The right?” Håkon says at last. “Do you have the right?”

It would be impossible for Margrete to give in now. There is no law

written anywhere that a wife must be kept informed. She no longer merely

looks him in the eye, her stare is strong enough to burn. At her infinitely

slow pace, Kerstin has pulled Bo across the room by the collar, but she

stops by the doorway. Margrete can see her in her peripheral vision.

Kerstin straightens her body and lets go of the dog. It’s as if she exudes a

power which, instead of pacifying Margrete, grabs her by the neck and

thrusts her forward.

“Fine,” says Håkon, “I’ll tell you everything in precise detail, even if

it means that you’ll lie sleepless at night. Your father, as you know, is gone,

and he left the henhouse open to the foxes. With assistance from Holstein,

the Mecklenburgs have pushed up into Sweden and allied themselves with



the noblemen. Albrecht Mecklenburg sailed his fleet to Kalmar, landed

with a large army, and headed for Stockholm, where the German

Hanseatic merchants are numerous. Respectable Swedish Stockholmers

don’t support the parvenu from Mecklenburg, but he has claimed power

all the same. Naturally, Valdemar won’t return home just on account of

this. It’s not his kingdom that is threatened. On the contrary, he is certain

that Denmark will be left in peace now that everyone is busy fighting over

Sweden. We’re doing what we can, but things aren’t going well. It’s the

countryside against city, loyal Swedes against mercenaries and Germans,

and everywhere the earth is soaked in blood, even as we sit here talking.

We’ll soon lose our hold on Sweden, if I had to guess, and then King

Albrecht will be quite firmly installed on the throne. I assume you are

familiar with the blustering, unbending nature of the Mecklenburgs?”

“Even worse are the Swedes who would give their country away,”

she says quietly. “In their thirst for power, the Germans aren’t so different

from anywhere else. My father says that a good king ensures peace in his

own land above all else.”

“Yes, that sounds like him,” Håkon replies, “for who speaks more

eloquently of peace than a warrior king with his hands dripping in blood?”

Margrete has to tolerate his words, and she should have predicted

his reaction. She puts a handful of hazelnuts into her mouth, sweet and

dry.

“And you are also aware,” he continues, “that Albrecht is married to

my father’s sister, which makes him my uncle. It’s not such an easy task to

distinguish between those who belong to just one place, and those who feel

they have the right to more. Perhaps you haven’t considered it yet, but

when your father dies, a Mecklenburg will certainly come to sit upon the

Danish throne as well. Your sister Ingeborg’s son is Valdemar’s only heir,

and it would be difficult to claim that he isn’t a Dane.”

“In Denmark the king must be elected,” she answers.

He laughs, as if her persistence is beginning to amuse him.



“But that would require more than one option to choose between,”

he says, as he slowly raises a finger up to her face and places it on the tip of

her nose. “And as long as Valdemar has no living sons and only one

grandson, there is only one.”

“It’s late,” Margrete says, pulling her head back slightly so that his

finger no longer touches her, “I will have Kerstin escort me to my

chamber.”

Chapter 15

No castle is impregnable, but Akershus is among the safest in the

North. Håkon assures Margrete of this before he sets off again. More

guards have been posted around the castle, but many of them are battered

and war-weary, and the youngest can barely fit their tattered fur capes. No

one mentions it, but if Håkon is taken prisoner or falls on the battlefield,

Margrete will be as tempting as a golden apple. To have Margrete as a

prisoner would make for valuable leverage against Valdemar, who, though

he may be brutal, is not indifferent to the fate of his daughter.

“Nothing will happen to us,” Kerstin says, as they watch Håkon and

his men leaving the castle.

Margrete doesn’t reply. It is a stupid comment, oblivious in its

certainty. She is easily bored. There isn’t much to occupy oneself with at

Akerhus, and even less during the cold season. The frost has hardened the

ground, snow descends night and day. Winter has plunged into the fjord,

ice floes are scattered in all directions and piled into giant ridges. Bo’s fur

has become thick and heavy, and Margrete buries her face in it, inhaling



the strong, animal scent. Every night the lynx cub awaits her in bed. At

first she didn’t even think about it, but now it reminds her of home, and

she falls asleep embracing it.

When Håkon returns in the beginning of 1364, neither he nor

Magnus is the king of Sweden any longer. He is obsessed with winning

back what he has lost. He speaks of nothing else. The same goes for

Magnus, who is visiting his son at Akershus from Bohus Castle to the

south, where he has taken up residence. Many people come and go these

days. It is as if the castle has awoken from hibernation, but it remains

diminished, it’s spirit still bottled up by the winter.

The ice has recently released the fjord, and a Danish ship comes in

to port. Margrete is beside herself with joy; she wants to go down to the

pier immediately. Beyond the castle walls Bo leaps and prances in his

newfound freedom. The guards have to jog to stay with them. The roads

are full of mud and slush, and Kerstin laughs when Margrete tells her that

the look like two peasant girls walking arm in arm.

“What could a queen know of peasant girls,” she says, and Margrete

blushes.

She recognizes Henning Podebusk from a long way off. She lets go

of Kerstin’s arm and runs so fast that she nearly trips. She wraps her arms

around him and presses her face against his tunic. He laughs and lifts her

up. Then he bends down to her.

“Are you a queen or a child?” he asks, tilting his head slightly.

Teasing, playful.

“Both,” she whispers, moving only her lips. And then, a little louder:

“Where’s Marie?”

It is no one’s fault, and it isn’t fair of her to direct her anger toward

Kerstin, but she is so distraught that she wants to slap her maid in the face,

and right in the middle of the pier. Margrete hisses: “You killed Marie!”

On the way back to Akershus, Margrete turns her words over in her

thoughts, justifying them: When Kerstin warned of Marie’s death back in

Copenhagen, she may as well have preordained it. She doesn’t notice that



she is crying until she’s standing in the courtyard, her clothes soiled with

mud. Snot and tears run down into her mouth, and sorrow courses

through her body like a sickness. She wants to hide, but everywhere she

looks there is someone watching her: guards, maids, servants, soldiers,

animals. They don’t even try to hide their curiosity, leaning up against the

walls, poking their heads out of the windows, whispering, no one coming

to her rescue.

Håkon appears wearing his finest cape, with his father just behind

him. Magnus doesn’t even condescend to look at Margrete. He walks

straight past her toward the gate, where he waits for his son with his back

turned, picking imperceptible lint from of his clothes and fiddling with his

sword. Håkon walks toward her, his face open and inquiring.

She can’t speak, she only sobs into his beautiful cape, her tears

binding the fur into clumps. He shakes his head and gestures toward his

father’s wide back.

“Go take a bath, Margrete,” he whispers, “You’re covered in dirt all

the way up to your face.”

*

Kerstin is quiet, but she doesn’t begrudge Margrete her outburst.

Margrete wants to stay in the bathhouse. Her skin is red and raw from all

the scrubbing. The air smells of lavender and wood ash soap. She sits on a

wooden bench by the stove. Kerstin has laid a damp cloth over Margrete’s

shoulders, and she is unusually gentle as she runs the comb through her

hair. Margrete tries to pray for Marie, but she loses her train of thought.

Her elbows, throat, and the backs of her knees itch, and her nails draw

tracks across her skin like a bed of tiny flowers. Once Margrete’s hair lies

straight and tight around her head, Kerstin sits down on a stool. Her

smock is soaked through and the heat brings out red splotches on her

hands and feet. Sweat runs down her face, and her tongue darts out to

catch a drop. Her tears have carved out a canal for her exhaustion to flow



through, spread to her entire body, wash the pain away. Margrete’s breath

is heavy, irregular, like a low and wounded song. Kerstin stands, the wet

dress clinging to her heavy breasts. She is a young maid with a grown

woman’s solid body. Margrete accepts her outreached hand, but she keeps

her eyes closed as Kerstin dresses her.

The wind is freezing. Night descends like a hood over a falcon’s

head. Noise and light flow out from the dining room, the doors slam open

and shut, platters are carried in and out. The smell of salt water from the

fjord mingles with that of a pig turning on a spit above a low-burning fire.

Kerstin stays directly behind Margrete. A pale and nebulous full moon

empties itself over Akershus, the stars ignite one by one, and the wind tugs

at Margrete’s veil and hair. Loneliness can become so familiar that one

seeks refuge within it, like a father or mother. She fills her lungs, in and

out through her nose, a bull preparing to charge, scraping the ground, then

a forward jolt, and she goes in.

*

She sits between Henning Podebusk and her husband. Podebusk

repeats the question from the pier: child or queen? She nods, but she

doesn’t answer him.

“Your wife may be young, but she is clever, and she will bring you

great happiness,” Podebusk says, raising his beer toward Håkon.

Håkon returns his toast and bends his head forward slightly, all the

while keeping his eyes on Margrete.

“Indeed,” he says with a smile, “and in time we may be able to get

her under control.”

Podebusk has with him a letter from Valdemar, which he reads

aloud at the table. He is in Avignon, but he promises to support his

son-in-law. His words, however, are largely empty. Nothing will happen as

long as he is far away, and he clearly doesn’t see the deposing of Magnus

and Håkon as a worthy reason to cut his trip short. If he had the feeling



that Scania, Halland, and Blekinge were threatened then he would surely

make haste back to Denmark, but as the situation stands, he simply

expresses his confidence in Podebusk’s judgement.

“Furthermore,” Podebusk adds, “even a king has limitations to the

affairs he can afford to undertake.” He hands rest in the air like balance

scales as he offers this assessment.

Margrete can tell that Håkon isn’t happy to hear Podebusk’s words,

but he nods all the same. She has no way to know whether or not her

husband and father-in-law have been poor rulers of Sweden. King Magnus

is an unusually elegant man, his bearing is cold and affected. A child queen

cannot avoid hearing the rumors about him, but, though she is still young,

she has already learned that wicked tongues exacerbate every political

struggle, and that gossip is a poison that eludes the king’s taster. She has

seen with her own eyes male animals attempt to couple with other males.

It happens among cows and horses and dogs as well. The servants and

maids are always amused by it, at home in Vordingborg just as here at

Akershus. But it is apparently no laughing matter when the same thing

happens between people. Both Brother Markus and her Norwegian

confessor have deemed that sort of thing to be a terrible sin. There is a

whole catalog of things one simply must learn: what is right, what is

wrong. So when they talk about King Magnus having a male lover, it’s not

just innocent entertainment, but something which must never be

discussed openly while simultaneously demanding angry denunciation

and fantasies of punishment. The worst was when they said that he had

taken councilor Bengt Algotsson as a lover, and that this was why they had

governed Sweden so tyrannically, until Håkon and the Swedish noblemen

threw him in jail. Not even the counselor’s exile could put an end to the

rumor, and it is hard for a child to know if there was something to it or

not.

There is no gossiping tonight, and they talk about Bo Jonsson Grip,

who owns more land in Sweden than anyone else. He had been one of King

Magnus’s councilors and he provided steady financial support, but now he



has betrayed the king and positioned himself as the leader of the rebelling

noblemen.

Margrete is still only an ornament of the court. She follows the

conversation, but of course no one ever asks her thoughts. Valdemar once

said to her that an intelligent person is like a granary, they keep a stockpile

of everything they’ve seen and heard and they always save for hard times.

Margrete thinks about this while she listens, trying to remember

everything.

Håkon, his father, Podebusk, and the assorted noblement are all

masters of the courtly art of conversation. Their talk moves in circles,

amiable and full of carefully calibrated flattery, but every now and then

one circle collides into another, a single word which resounding like a

whip, a blow that requires either resistance or withdrawal. She already

knows her husband well enough to see when something is bothering him,

and she can clearly sense how his muffled rage grows and grows when the

conversation lands on the treacherous Bo Jonsson and his overtures to the

elderly duke, Albrecht of Mecklenburg. He seeks Henning Podebusk’s

understanding and loyalty, but he apparently doesn’t receive a sufficient

degree of it, for he suddenly reaches out with a question which is received

with painful silence.

“There are many aspects of Nordic affairs which must be obscure to

those who are, like you, of German extraction,” he says to Podebusk, and

he coughs before continuing. “But I suppose it is a natural inclination to be

most loyal to one’s native country, is it not?”

Henning Podebusk strokes his beard, slowly and meticulously. He

looks up at the ceiling and clenches the hand which had, just a moment

earlier, calmly rested on his knife. His face is expressionless, a quivering of

the lips, gone in the blink of an eye. Margrete holds her breath like all the

others. Podebusk bides his time, skewering them all with his silence. Then

he relaxes his hand again, wipes a few breadcrumbs from the table, slowly

and meticulously, before he finally begins to speak.



“How do things stand with the cod fisheries to the north?” he asks,

and Håkon seems bewildered that he is letting the insult pass so lightly

and simply changing the subject.

Margrete understands that cod fishing is important. After the

plague took a large portion of the farmers’ tax payments along with it, the

riches of the sea had to compensate. But she’s stopped paying attention to

the conversation.

She has overheard people call Duke Albrecht the Elder “the fox of

Mecklenburg,” and in her mind she has equipped him with a splendid red

mane. If people can be animals, then animals can also be people. Bo lies at

her feet, unwittingly bearing the name of a traitor, while Kerstin has the

eyes of a raven, and they’ve grown even darker over the course of the

winter.

Duke Albrecht was married to Magnus’s sister, Euphemia, thirty

years ago, and it was thus that he first gained influence in Sweden. Henrik,

one of Duke Albrecht’s sons, is married to Margrete’s sister Ingeborg, and

their son is named for Henrik’s father. Margrete tries, unsuccessfully, to

picture Ingeborg’s face. She thinks of her only rarely, and when she does, it

is with a tinge of bitterness which remains from the summer Kristoffer

died. Only a vague oval appears, a reflection of the moon in ice cold water.

She reins her thoughts back in to the fox of Mecklenburg and his

vainglorious family. Right now, the youngest of the Albrechts is first in line

to the throne after Valdemar. Only if Margrete has a son one day will he

have competition. Or if he dies before he becomes an adult. She makes the

sign of the cross over her chest. She doesn’t wish death upon anyone, and

she doesn’t know who the best leader would be for Denmark, Sweden, and

Norway. How could she know that? Håkon’s desire to restrict the influence

of the Mecklenburgs is the popular position among those who deem a

leader’s origin to be more important than their abilities.

She misses Denmark. Her father, Marie, and her horse, the

landscape and the people and everything else that the endless winter at

Akershus has taken from her. She is trapped in a current of longing, and



she gropes after something to cling to. She forces herself to focus on the

conversation, which is traveling yet another circular route, away from the

cod fisheries and back to the situation in Sweden. Albrecht the Elder’s son

is, like his father, called Albrecht, and when the conspiracy of Bo Jonsson

Grip and his fellow plotters failed and they were thrown out of Sweden,

they soon made their way to Mecklenburg to form a new alliance.

Numerous German noblemen and cities of the Hanseatic League

supported Albrecht the Younger’s invasion of Sweden, and they were

hailed upon their arrival, not least by the many Hanse merchants in

Kalmar and Stockholm. When Magnus and Håkon were deposed in

February, Albrecht the Younger was crowned at the Stones of Mora.

“German or not,” Henning Podebusk says, “Bo Jonsson Grip

expects King Albrecht to dance to the tune of his Swedish pipe, and I

wouldn’t be surprised if he does just that.”

Håkon smiles. Margrete understands that Podebusk is extending an

olive branch, that he has abstained from reciprocating Håkon’s malicious

remark, but she doesn’t understand why. It is impossible to ask about

something that is never even said, but takes form only as a vague intuition.

She closes her eyes, adds the exchange to the grain store of her experience.

“But just wait,” Podebusk continues after drinking a sip of wine and

meticulously drying his lips, “soon he’ll install Mecklenburgs in all the

most important positions, and then their support amongst the Swedes will

truly be tested.”

Håkon nods. Magnus slams his fist down on the table.

“There will be war,” Håkon yells, “we will reconquer everything

we’ve lost.”

Podebusk nods. Something flashes behind his almost servile

manner, something sharp and tough. Margrete checks to see whether her

husband and her father-in-law notice it, but they don’t seem to. Henning

Podebusk winks at her when she looks at him searchingly. Ridicule and

mockery are easy for her to recognize. While it is confusing, the conclusion

to which she has gropingly arrived will prove to be correct: Everyone but



Håkon and Magnus understands how hated and unwanted they are in

Sweden.

“There may be no other way,” says Henning Podebusk, finally

turning away from Margrete, “if we want to prevent the North from

becoming a German province.”

“God forbid,” Magnus says loudly, and the three of them raise their

goblets in toast.

Margrete hesitantly lifts her cup.

“Much will depend on you,” Podebusk whispers to her with a smile.

“If you were only a little older, we might dare to hope for a single heir to all

three thrones Nordic kingdoms.”

Margrete puts her cup down without drinking. She understands her

duties, what her future holds, but she doesn’t like that kind of talk. A

prickle of fear runs through her scalp. Podebusk can sense it, and he grows

serious.

“Valdemar will return in the fall,” he says, “and I have no doubt that

he will support your cause. He hasn’t devoted himself to uniting the

Danish kingdom only to watch the fox eat the roosters, the hens, and the

eggs as well.”


